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Dear District Educators, 

The Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency (HSEMA) has designated 2018-2019 as 
“The Year of Schools” dedicating agency efforts toward a focus on school safety and identifying the 
emerging threats and trends that may impact District and regional schools, including private, charter and 
religious schools. We are taking strides this year to revamp and strengthen our approach and 
involvement in school safety efforts in the District and region, providing valuable information to school 
professionals. Key to this effort is the revamp of HSEMA’s Emergency Safety Alliance (ESA), an 
interagency team established to provide the necessary support, training, and tools school administrators 
need to develop customized school-level Emergency Response Plans.  

I also am pleased to announce that HSEMA’s intelligence component, the National Capital Region 
Threat Intelligence Consortium (NTIC), has launched its new public-facing website, NCRIntel.org. The 
NTIC website provides regional analysis and information on issues of interest to District and regional 
school officials, including reports on cyber security, terrorism, crime, and natural hazards. Additionally, 
our daily morning report, The Sunrise Brief, highlights noteworthy news to begin your day; it too can be 
found on the website. This report focuses on local weather and news developments in the National 
Capital Region, the United States, and the world. 

Below is our fourth installment of HSEMA’s school security packet. If you missed our previous 
packets, you can find the August 2018 installment here, the November 2018 installment here, and the 
January 2019 installment here. I encourage all of you to actively participate in and continue to champion 
this initiative by providing feedback and submitting requests for analysis via our new feedback form. 
Our final installment for the 2018-2019 school term will be released in early June and will focus on 
summer safety recommendations.  

Mayor Bowser, MPD’s Chief Newsham, Chancellor Ferebee, HSEMA’s Director Rodriquez, and I 
pledge our support to all of you and are committed to helping empower the education sector and the 
public by providing timely and relevant information. We thank you for your continued partnership and 
look forward to working together with you this year and in the future. 

Respectfully, 

Donell Harvin 
Chief, Homeland Security and Preparedness Division 
Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency 
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Exposure to Gun Violence Poses Long-Term Psychological Risks  

UNCLASSIFIED 
 
 

 

The recent suicides of two survivors of the Parkland, Florida shooting and the father of a 
child killed in 2012 at Sandy Hook Elementary School are drawing attention to the serious 
problem facing victims and survivors of gun violence—undiagnosed and untreated trauma. 
Experts say young people who experience a school shooting or who are exposed to gun violence 
may suffer long-term psychological consequences—including post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD) and survivor’s guilt. Parents and teachers are in a key position to detect some of the 
warning signs and mental health risk factors that could indicate a young person is in distress 
or poses a suicide risk.   

  
• On February 14, 2018, a student at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in 

Parkland, Florida shot and killed 17 classmates and staff and injured 17 others; on 
December 14, 2012, a 20-year old fatally shot 20 children—between the ages of six and 
seven years old—and six staff members at a Newtown, Connecticut elementary school.  
 

• Last month, the principal of Great 
Mills High School in Maryland, where 
a shooting incident in March 2018 left 
one student dead and another injured, 
acknowledged the lingering impact of 
trauma. In a letter to parents, he said 
“We purposefully use the phrase ‘one-
year mark’ as we are referencing a 
tragic time in our school’s history, not 
celebrating the anniversary of that 
day.”  
 

• A year after the April 1999 Columbine 
High School shooting in Littleton, 
Colorado—which killed 12 students and 
one teacher and injured 24 others—two 
student survivors committed suicide. 

 
• The director of the National Center for School Crisis and Bereavement at the University 

of Southern California notes that—“there’s a misconception that people who have 
experienced trauma may only need services for a finite period of time”—underscoring the 
reality that survivors of traumatic events likely require lifelong treatment and support 
services.   

 
Anyone experiencing a crisis is encouraged to call the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-

8255 or contact the Crisis Text Line by texting TALK to 741-741.  
To report immediate threats or emergencies call 911.  

 
 

Tweet from David Hogg, a survivor of the 
Parkland, Florida shooting and student activist.  

(Source: Twitter) 

https://schools.smcps.org/gmhs/images/pdfs/Parent_Letter_%20One_Year_Mark.pdf
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Topic Definitions  
• Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: A mental health condition triggered by experiencing or 

witnessing a terrifying or traumatic event. 
• Survivor’s Guilt: Feelings of shame or remorse for living through a traumatic event, 

including thoughts about what someone could have or should have done during the event to 
change the outcome. 

• Secondary-Traumatic Stress (Vicarious Trauma): Emotional distress caused by hearing 
about another person’s traumatic experience (may occur in therapist or teachers who work 
with children who have experienced trauma).  

 
 

 
 

Symptoms of Survivor’s Guilt  
Survivor’s guilt is complex, and symptoms vary. According to a behavioral psychology research magazine, 

below are signs someone may be experiencing survivor’s guilt. It’s important to note symptoms are most 
prevalent immediately following a traumatic event. 

• Experiencing flashbacks of the traumatic event; 
• Change in mood (feeling irritable) and/or experiencing mood swings;  
• Having difficulty sleeping (including insomnia and/or nightmares); 
• Feeling immobilized, numb, and/or disconnected; 
• Being unmotivated; 
• Feeling helpless; 
• Having an intense sense of fear and/or increased startle response; 
• Hyper-vigilance to surrounds and/or paranoid;  
• Experiencing physical symptoms such as headaches, stomachaches, and trembles; 
• Having suicidal feelings; 
• Isolating behavior (not wanting to be around other people); and  
• Using guilt-laden language. (Ex: “I still can’t believe it.  I feel like it should have been me.  

Why did I survive and s/he didn’t!? I don’t deserve to be here.”) 
 

General Youth Suicide Indicators & Risk Factors 
Youth who are contemplating suicide frequently give warning signs of their distress. According to a non-

profit foundation that specializes in youth suicide, below are the warning signs of suicide and the risk 
factors that can increase the possibility of youth suicide. 

Warning signs include, but are not limited, to: 
• Talking about suicide & preoccupation with 

death; 
• Making statements about feeling hopeless, 

helpless, or worthless; 
• Self-inflicted injuries; 
• A worsening case of depression; 
• Taking unnecessary risks or exhibiting self-

destructive behavior; 
• Out of character behavior; 
• A loss of interest in the things one cares about; 

and 
• Giving prized possessions away. 

Risk factors include, but are not limited, to: 
• Perfectionist personalities; 
• LGBTQIA youth; 
• Youth with learning disabilities;  
• Students without a support system; 
• Youth with low self- esteem; 
• Youth with a history of abused and/or neglect; 
• Genetic predisposition for depression; 
• Parental history of violence, substance abuse; 

and/or divorce. 
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         2018 Worst Year in Gun Violence at Schools Nationwide 
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Last year marked the worst year for gun violence in schools nationwide, according to the K-12 
School Shooting Database Project, a new, open resource designed, in part, to help 
administrators, law enforcement and government officials develop school safety plans. In 
contrast, District schools have not experienced a gun violence incident since 2004. The database 
developers at the Naval Postgraduate School’s Center for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS) 
purposefully defined “gun violence” broadly, to include "each and every instance a gun is 
brandished, is fired, or a bullet hits school property for any reason regardless of the number of 
victims, time of day, or day of week.” It also includes planned attacks, accidental incidents, 
domestic violence and gang-related cases. 

 
• The database, which is updated daily 

and tracks incidents back to 1970, 
recorded 94 incidents in 2018, 
resulting in 55 deaths—both victims 
and attackers.i The second most 
deadly year recorded was 1993, with 
40 deaths.  

 
• The data suggests active shooter 

assailants are commonly motivated to 
take violent action due to a perceived 
or real grievance. Most active 
shooters are male assailants between 
the age of 16 and 17, but female 
offenders also have been recorded in 
the United States.  

 
• According to the database, the District only experienced three cases of school gun violence dating 

back to 2003—two gang-related events—and 2004—an escalation of a dispute. In the past decade, 
nine incidents have occurred in Maryland and eight in Virginia. In 2018 alone, a total of eight 
incidents took place in Maryland and Virginia.  

 
 

Additional Information: 
• K-12 School Shooting Database Fact Sheet  
• K-12 Shooting Database: Research Methodology  

 
 
 
 
 
 

i Data includes death of shooter.  
                                                      

Incident Map: 1970-Present  
(Source: K-12 School Shooting Database) 

https://www.chds.us/ssdb/
https://www.chds.us/ssdb/
https://www.chds.us/ssdb/resources/uploads/2018/12/chds_hsx_k-12_ssdb_fact_sheet_121918.pdf
https://www.chds.us/ssdb/resources/uploads/2018/10/Intro-and-Methodology-K-12-SSDB.pdf
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Hoax Social Media Challenges Resurface   
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Well-meaning parents, teachers, law enforcement, and media could be perpetuating hoax 
social media challenges, and potentially putting teenagers at risk, when drawing attention to 
these challenges. In 2019, two social media challenges, the “Momo Challenge”—that dares 
young people to complete dangerous tasks—and the “48-Hour(s) Missing Challenge”—that 
encourages young people to go missing—trended on social media and in news reports despite 
being exposed last year as a hoax. While there are no confirmed reports that young people have 
engaged in these risky games, the more these myths are “popularized” on social media the higher 
the risk that teenagers learn about the challenges and act on them.  
 

• According to Google Trends—which analyzes the volume 
of Google searches over time on a one to 100 scale—the 
“Momo Challenge” reached a score of 100 at the end of 
February after previously ranking no higher than 3 over the 
previous 12 months. Similarly, the “48-Hour(s) Missing 
Challenge” reached 100 in early February, initially 
appearing in search trends in late January. 

 
• The “disappearance” in February of a 13-year old in Rock 

Hill, South Carolina sparked media attention about the “48-
Hour(s) Missing Challenge;” although the girl was found 
24-hours later hiding under her bed and denied participating 
in the challenge, media coverage boosted notoriety of the 
challenge online.  
 

• The “Momo Challenge” resurfaced in late February in Northern Ireland after police 
became aware of the challenge and posted on its Facebook page a warning urging parents 
to supervise their children’s online activities. The challenge went “viral” via news reports 
in the United States and abroad, postings on social media, and circulation over the 
Internet. 
 
 

Additional Resources:  
• NTIC: “48-Hour(s) Missing Challenge”: Potentially Dangerous Social Media Challenge 
• NTIC: #BirdBoxChallenge: Newest in Dangerous Social Media Challenges 
• NTIC: Young People Put at Risk in Social Media Challenge Games  

 
 
 

 
  

 "Momo" (Source: Newsweek) 

https://www.ncrintel.org/intelligence-products/48-hour-s-missing-challenge-potentially-dangerous-social-media-challenge
https://www.ncrintel.org/intelligence-products/birdboxchallenge-newest-in-dangerous-social-media-challenges
https://www.ncrintel.org/intelligence-products/young-people-put-at-risk-in-social-media-challenge-games
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Raising Awareness About Self-Harm and Suicide Guides Available Online  
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The recent Momo Challenge—a social media hoax that encourages young people to play a 
life-threatening interactive game—is drawing attention to the vast amount of self-harm and 
suicide content available online. Law enforcement has not linked any recent suicide cases to the 
Momo Challenge; but, in the past, self-harm instruction guides have been found alongside 
suicide victims. The topics of self-harm and youth suicide continue to trend on news outlets and 
social media platforms. 
 

• Self-harm and suicide manuals, designated 
websites, and online communities—
including a Wikipedia page and numerous 
Pinterest and Tumblr accounts—are 
available on the internet. The sites include 
detailed information on self-inflicted injury 
and suicide methods, their effectiveness, 
the effort of preparation, and pain ranking.   

 
• Social media platforms such as Pinterest, 

Tumblr, Instagram, and Facebook have 
attempted to block content promoting and 
glorifying self-harm and suicide, but 
graphic content is still prevalent online. 

 
• Parents and teachers are encouraged to 

caution children about harmful online 
content and be aware of their activity on 
social media platforms and message 
boards. By setting up parental controls or 
filters on computers and mobile devices, 
parents can help prevent young people 
from accessing unsuitable content online. 

 

 
 
Additional Resources: 

• Talking to Teens: Suicide Prevention 
• Schools | Suicide Prevention Resource Center  

Anyone experiencing a crisis is encouraged to call the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline 
at 1-800-273-8255 or contact the Crisis Text Line by texting TALK to 741-741.  

To report immediate threats or emergencies call 911.  

Message board post ranking suicide methods 
by lethality, duration, and pain scale.  

(Source: Tumblr) 

https://www.apa.org/helpcenter/teens-suicide-prevention
https://www.sprc.org/settings/schools
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Mobile Apps Can Be Helpful Prevention Resources for Youth 
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State and local governments, non-profits, and tech firms are releasing multiple mobile 
applications that enable students to gain information, seek help, or report on issues such as 
bullying or school violence. These free, downloadable mobile applications enable students to 
anonymously access resources, an especially helpful feature for youth who are uncomfortable 
seeking help or speaking out. Last month, Mississippi Attorney General and The Jason 
Foundation, Inc.—a youth suicide awareness and education non-profit—launched a new mobile 
application, Students Against Violence (SAV).  
 

• The SAV mobile application is divided into 
sections on a range of issues, provides an 
overview, warning signs and resources on how 
students can get help. SAV boasts that the app 
“enables you to take a stand against violence in 
your school or community…” 

 
• The SAV mobile application provides specific 

information on Mississippi state agencies that 
can help, as well as national resources, making 
the application accessible and helpful to all 
users.1 

 
• The NTIC recommends mobile device users 

only install apps from the official 
corresponding app store—such as Apple Store 
and Google Play—and avoid installing apps 
from unofficial sources. 

 
• Additional mobile applications that address 

these issues include: K12Alerts, SAMHSA 
Suicide Safe Mobile App, PikMyKid, Safe 2 
Tell, Say Something, and School Guard. 
Regional suspicious activity reporting apps 
include Virginia’s See Something Send 
Something SAR app and Maryland’s Safe 
Schools MD app.  

 
Additional Information: 

• Students Against Violence 
• WLOX: Attorney General Launches “Students Against Violence” App 

                                                      
1 Disclaimer: This NTIC Intelligence Bulletin is provided for informational purposes only. The NTIC does not endorse any person, organization, 
product, or service referenced in this product or otherwise. 

The mobile application provides information 
and resources on various issues.  

(Source: Students Against Violence) 

https://studentsagainstviolence.app/ms/home.html
http://www.k12alerts.com/webcorp/
https://store.samhsa.gov/product/SAMHSA-Suicide-Safe-Mobile-App/PEP15-SAFEAPP1
https://store.samhsa.gov/product/SAMHSA-Suicide-Safe-Mobile-App/PEP15-SAFEAPP1
https://www.pikmykid.com/features/
https://safe2tell.org/
https://safe2tell.org/
https://www.sandyhookpromise.org/bringsaysomething
https://www.guard911.com/services/school-guard/
http://www.mymobilewitness.com/consumer-services.php
http://www.mymobilewitness.com/consumer-services.php
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/safe-schools-md/id1437637299?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/safe-schools-md/id1437637299?mt=8
https://studentsagainstviolence.app/ms/home.html
http://www.wlox.com/2019/03/11/attorney-general-launches-students-against-violence-app/
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 Preventative Resources Can Help Schools Combat Hate 
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DISCLAIMER: This NTIC intelligence bulletin is provided for informational purposes only. The NTIC does not endorse any person, 
organization, product, or service referenced in this product or otherwise. 

 

 

 
Schools are not immune from hate speech, bias incidents, and extremism, but resources are 
available in the District of Columbia and the National Capital Region to help educators raise 
awareness and prevent and respond to these types of incidents. Federal Bureau of Investigation 
hate crime data indicate that hate crime incidents rose more than 17 percent nationally in 2017 
from the year before, with a 62 percent increase in the District, while the Anti-Defamation 
League (ADL) reports a 182 percent increase in white supremacist extremist propaganda 
campaigns nationwide in 2018.  
 

• On March 6, 2019, school officials at the Sidwell Friends School, an elite private school 
in Northwest DC, cut short an assembly featuring a student-led outreach program focused 
on locally-based refugee children after students displayed racist usernames and swastikas 
during an interactive portion of the assembly.  
 

• In October 2018, swastika stickers were discovered inside the girls’ bathroom at the 
School Without Walls, a high school located in Northwest DC; a similar incident 
occurred previously when a swastika was drawn on the wall of the boys’ bathroom, 
according to open sources. 

 
• Various government and non-governmental organizations provide teaching resources to 

help educators raise awareness and counter the spread of hate, including the ADL, the 
Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC), the Western States Center, and the US Holocaust 
Memorial Museum. The links to these resources can be found below: 

 
Additional Resources: 

• No Place for Hate® – an ADL Education Program 
• ADL Education Resources – Lesson Plans, Anti-Bias Tools & Strategies   
• Teaching Tolerance – an SPLC Project 
• Confronting White Nationalism in Schools Toolkit – Western States Center 
• Resource for Educators – United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 

 
 
  
  

 
 

 

https://www.adl.org/who-we-are/our-organization/signature-programs/no-place-for-hate
https://www.adl.org/education-and-resources/resources-for-educators-parents-families
https://www.tolerance.org/
https://www.westernstatescenter.org/schools
https://www.ushmm.org/educators
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Unvaccinated Individuals Pose a Measles Outbreak Threat 

UNCLASSIFIED 
 
 

 

Unvaccinated children and international travelers are at risk of contracting and spreading 
measles—a highly contagious viral disease that is hitting communities across the United 
States this year with a near record number of cases. Symptoms of measles may include a rash, 
fever, cough, runny nose, and sore throat and the virus can be fatal in young children. The 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports there are more cases in the first three 
months of 2019 (387 cases) than in all of 2018 (372 cases). CDC notes six active measles 
outbreaks—defined as three or more cases in an area—in Washington State, New York 
(Rockland County and New York City), California (Santa Cruz and Butte County), and New 
Jersey.  
 

• In Washington State, measles is spreading in communities with unvaccinated children. 
The virus was traced to a traveler returning from Eastern Europe to Clark County. In 
January, a family from Washington State who traveled to Hawaii with unvaccinated, 
infected children was quarantined to prevent the virus from spreading on the island.  
 

• Outbreaks in New York are attributed to unvaccinated children who brought measles 
back from Israel where a large measles outbreak is ongoing. 

 
• Measles outbreaks are prevalent worldwide. In 2018, large outbreaks occurred in Brazil, 

Venezuela, France, Ukraine, the Philippines, and Madagascar.  
 
The District of Columbia, Maryland, and 
Virginia currently have no reported measles 
cases.  Infectious disease experts note that when a 
large percentage of a population is vaccinated, 
“herd immunity” protects the spread of the disease 
among unvaccinated individuals.  

 
• The red line in the graphic shows the 

District, Maryland, and Virginia with 
vaccination rates all above the 
recommended 90 percent rate compared to 
Washington State with a rate of only 76.5 
percent. 
 

The highly contagious measles virus spreads easily through the air when an infected person 
breathes, coughs, or sneezes. 
 

• Nine out of 10 unvaccinated individuals exposed to an infected person become infected. 
 

• The virus can live up to two hours in the airspace where an infected person coughed or 
sneezed. 
 

(Source: Office of Disease Prevention and Health 
Promotion ODPHP) 
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• The virus is contagious for four days before and after the infection is obvious (i.e. a rash 
develops). 

 
Measles Symptoms and Prevention 

Health authorities recommend if you think you have measles, isolate yourself from others and 
contact a healthcare provider or local health department immediately for guidance. Do not go 
out in public or seek medical attention without calling ahead first. This will allow healthcare 
providers to arrange for a visit that will prevent exposing others in the building. 

Symptoms: 
• May occur within 8 to 12 days after 

exposure; 
• May include fever, rash, cough and 

red, watery eyes; and 
• In severe cases people may suffer from 

pneumonia and encephalitis (swelling 
of the brain). 

Prevention and International Travel Guidance: 
• The CDC recommends children receive two doses 

of measles-rubella or measles-mumps-rubella 
(MMR) vaccination. 

• Two doses of MMR vaccine are about 97 percent 
effective at preventing measles; one dose is about 
93 percent effective. 

• Before international travel, unvaccinated children 
require a two-dose vaccination 28 days apart. 

 
Additional Resources: 
 

• Important Vaccination Information for International Travel 
• CDC – Top 4 Things Parents Need to Know about Measles 
• DC Department of Health – Let’s Have Every Child Immunized 
• Maryland Department of Health – Measles Fact Sheet 
• Virginia Department of Health – Measles Fact Sheet 

 
 

 

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/vpd/mmr/public/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/measles/about/parents-top4.html
https://dchealth.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/doh/service_content/attachments/2018-19%20No%20Shots%20No%20School%20Flyer_FINAL.pdf
https://phpa.health.maryland.gov/pages/Measles.aspx
http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/epidemiology/epidemiology-fact-sheets/measles-rubeola/
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Prepare for Flooding in the National Capital Region 
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As we move into the spring rainy season, National Capital Region (NCR) residents should 
prepare for heavy downpours and the risk of flooding and flash flooding. Last year, the District 

had its rainiest year on record with rainfall totals of 66.28 inches, more than 26 inches above 

normal and surpassing the previous record set in 1889.  

 
• US weather experts say the Northeast has 

experienced the largest increase in heavy 

rainfall and warn that the risk of flash 

flooding is on the rise as rising air 

temperatures contribute to larger and more 

severe rainstorms, according to the National 

Climate Assessment.  
 

• The District is highly susceptible to flooding 

due to its low-lying areas, its proximity to the 

Potomac and Anacostia rivers, and 

inadequate drainage systems. Areas in the 

District, such as Federal Triangle and the Georgetown Waterfront, are historically prone 

to flooding. 

 

Flooding is one of the leading causes of 
weather-related deaths. Over half of all flood-

related drownings are caused by drivers 

attempting to cross a flooded roadway, 

according to the Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention.  National Capital Region 
residents are encouraged to “Turn Around, 
Don’t Drown”:  
 

• Avoid driving or walking through flooded 

areas. Six inches of moving water can knock 

over an adult and 12 inches of water can carry 

away a small vehicle.  
 

• Stay inside your vehicle if it becomes trapped in moving water. If water begins to enter 

the vehicle, climb onto the roof. 

The NTIC recommends visiting the FEMA Flood Risk Widget to find out if areas you live, 

work, or commute are prone to flooding. For specific information on actions to take before, 

during, and after a flood, visit ReadyDC.  

 
 

 

District flooding in May 2018 

(Source: WTOP) 

Record setting precipitation  

(Source: WJLA) 

file:///C:/Users/shannon.rano/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/T8IF4M9Z/FEMA%20Flood%20Risk%20Widget
file:///C:/Users/shannon.rano/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/T8IF4M9Z/ReadyDC
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Preparing for a Shelter-in-Place, Lockdowns or other Emergency Situations 
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Each school in DC is different and local administrators are best equipped to prepare 
individually-tailored response plans for handling the range of potential emergency 
situations (see footnote1 for relevant link to DCPS guidelines). While every situation is 
different, preparing in advance will help keep administrators, teachers, staff, and students safe. 
For example, during, “shelter-in-place” or “lockdown” emergencies, students should be kept 
safely inside the building or designated safe area until an “all clear” message is received 
indicating the event is over or a parent can safely pick up their child.  
 
It is important that school officials are 
familiar with school emergency plans and 
regularly conduct emergency-preparedness 
drills. In the event of an emergency, follow 
the instructions of school authorities and 
know your school’s appropriate emergency 
response procedures and protocols.  
 
Some elements to consider when developing 
your emergency preparedness plans:  
 

• Draft a written emergency program to ensure personnel and student safety during and 
after an emergency. 

• Establish an alarm or alert system. 
• Determine how to respond to each type of emergency and customize accordingly. 
• Develop different plans and procedures for different situations:  

 Evacuation; 
 Alert Status; 
 Lockdown; 
 Shelter in Place; 
 Severe Weather Safe Area; 
 Drop, Cover, and Hold; and 
 "All Clear–Return to Normal Activity.” 

• Assign responsibilities and establish a chain of command. 
• Develop an internal and external communication plan.  
• Identify and have positioned necessary documentation, equipment, and supplies. For 

example, for “shelter-in-place” emergencies have:  

 Classroom Kit – gloves, blankets, flashlights, batteries, first aid kits;  
 Supplies for Entire School – water, first aid, sanitation supplies (soap, water, toilet 

tissue, trash bags, wet wipes), tools, and food. 
                                                      
1 DCPS follows the District of Columbia School Emergency Response Plan and Management Guide, known as the “Redbook,” that 
provides a set of general standards for emergency situations. Details can be found here: https://esa.dc.gov/page/school-guides-and-
protocols  
 

https://esa.dc.gov/page/school-guides-and-protocols
https://esa.dc.gov/page/school-guides-and-protocols
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 Other – folding tables, identification vests for staff, copies of necessary forms.  
• Conduct scheduled and unscheduled emergency drills. 

 
If you see a gunman or hear gunfire follow three principles, Avoid, Deny, Defend (ADD): 
 

• Avoid: Trust your instincts and do not delay. Get away as quickly as possible. 
• Deny: If you cannot flee, obstruct or deny the active shooter from accessing your area. 

Relocate if needed. 
• Defend: If all else fails, and only as a last resort, attack the shooter with whatever 

makeshift weapons you can find. 

 
 
Resources:  

• HSEMA: School Emergency Response Plan & Management Guide  
• HSEMA: School Guides and Protocols  
• HSEMA: School Planning Aids  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://esa.dc.gov/node/566182
https://esa.dc.gov/page/school-guides-and-protocols
https://esa.dc.gov/page/school-planning-aids
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As part of the NTIC Cyber Center’s “Securing Our Communities” initiative, we highlight a different social 
engineering scam impacting communities within the National Capital Region and include it in our weekly email 
bulletin. We encourage everyone to share this information with friends, colleagues, and loved ones to help 
reduce their risk of becoming a victim of financial fraud and identity theft. If you would like to receive the NTIC 
Cyber Center Weekly Cyber Threat Bulletin, Cyber Alerts, and Cyber Advisories, please email your 
subscription request to NTICCyberCenter@dc.gov with your name, job title, organization, and phone number. 

Whether tax season elicits delight or dread, one thing is for 
sure: it’s prime time for scammers to perpetrate Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) tax scams. These scams may come 
in a variety of forms, all designed to separate you from your 
money.  

One tactic scammers use is to impersonate IRS or tax 
company employees over the telephone. Claiming to offer a 
tax refund, scammers request personal and banking details 
and pretend to remit payment. Unfortunately, no such 
refund awaits—the scammers are only interested in 
exploiting victims’ personal and financial information for their own benefit. Scammers may also call with bad 
news—that the call recipient owes money to the IRS. Employing a sense of authority and urgency, scammers 
often demand immediate payment in the form of wire transfers, prepaid debit cards, or gift cards. They threaten 
bogus consequences such as fines, arrest, deportation, suspension of a business or driver’s license, or law 
enforcement action if a victim doesn’t pay. 

Scammers also make use of email to perpetrate tax scams. They target tax payers, human resources 
departments, and tax preparers alike with seemingly official IRS or tax-related emails and requests for payroll 
direct deposit forms, W-2s forms, and other sensitive, personal information. The emails may direct to a phishing 
page—a website designed to look like a legitimate service but is really a façade to pilfer any information typed 
into the page. These pages harvest usernames, passwords, social security numbers, financial details, and other 
tax data from those who have not properly scrutinized the phony website. Scam emails may also include 
attachments or web links that, when downloaded or accessed, install malware or spyware on victim’s computers 
that steals login credentials, banking and credit card information, or sensitive tax details. By accessing 
computers or sensitive information using these methods, scammers can wreak havoc by stealing victim’s 
identities, filing fraudulent tax returns, or siphoning money directly from bank accounts. 

Whichever ways tax scammers conduct their ploys, beware that they may have done their homework in advance 
of their scheme. They are known to conduct preoperational reconnaissance on their victims, arming themselves 
with names, addresses, family members, or other details that lend an element of believability to their ploy. 
Scammers may also use caller-ID spoofing techniques to make their calls appear as if they originate from a 
legitimate IRS phone number. 

mailto:NTICCyberCenter@dc.gov
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To reduce your risk of becoming victimized by an IRS tax scam, familiarize yourself with the following 
prevention and mitigation strategies: 

• If you receive an unexpected call from someone claiming to be an IRS representative, don’t provide the 
caller with any personal or financial information. Instead, hang up and call the IRS directly at one of 
their official phone numbers to confirm the legitimacy of the call. A list of these numbers is available on 
the IRS website. 
 

• Never open links or attachments in emails from unsolicited or unknown senders. 
 

• Examine URL destinations before clicking on them by hovering a mouse pointer over the hyperlink; 
URLs may not always be what they seem. Don’t believe us? Try it here: 
https://www.ISwearThisLinkDoesNotGoToTheIRS.gov/ 
 

• Remember that the IRS will never initiate contact by email, text message, or phone without first sending 
an official notice by mail. Additionally, the IRS will never request personal or financial information 
including bank account or credit card information over the phone, by email, or via social media. 
 

• Check account statements regularly for any indications of fraudulent or unauthorized activity. 
 

• File as early in the tax season as possible before a scammer files for you!  
 

• Forward any suspicious IRS-related emails to phishing@irs.gov. 
 

• If you are a tax preparer and believe you may have suffered a W-2 data loss to a tax scam, notify the IRS 
at dataloss@irs.gov and provide contact information. For guidance on reporting a data loss to state tax 
entities, email the Federation of Tax administrators at StateAlert@taxadmin.org. 
 

• The IRS also provides guidance for businesses and payroll service providers impacted by tax scams on 
their website. We encourage tax scam victims to file a complaint with their local law enforcement and 
the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center. 

Tax season can be complicated. Although maintaining awareness of IRS tax scams may not help with your 
accounting headaches, it will minimize the chances of falling victim to these schemes. 

https://www.irs.gov/help/telephone-assistance
https://www.irs.gov/
mailto:phishing@irs.gov
mailto:dataloss@irs.gov
mailto:StateAlert@taxadmin.org
https://www.irs.gov/individuals/form-w2-ssn-data-theft-information-for-businesses-and-payroll-service-providers
https://www.ic3.gov/
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November 16, 2018 
 
 
 
Dear District Educators: 
 
Earlier this year, Mayor Bowser asked the DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency 
(HSEMA) to work with District of Columbia Public Schools, DC Public Charter Schools, and the Metropolitan 
Police Department (MPD) to evaluate the overall preparedness posture of our District’s schools.  
 
HSEMA, in conjunction with the Emergency and Safety Alliance (ESA), is launching a new tool to help secure 
our schools—a resource packet highlighting threats to students and school employees. During the upcoming 
school year, HSEMA’s intelligence bureau will disseminate these packets to highlight key threats and keep you 
aware of current issues, safety trends, and public safety resources available to your community.  
 
Below is our second installment of HSEMA’s school security packet. If you missed our first packet you can find 
it here. I encourage you to participate in this initiative by providing feedback and submitting requests for product 
topics via the survey at the end of this packet.  
 
The safety and security of our children and school staff is of the utmost priority for Mayor Bowser, MPD’s Chief 
Newsham, Interim Chancellor Alexander, and me. Our team pledges to empower you with timely and relevant 
information. We look forward to your partnership during the upcoming year. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Dr. Christopher Rodriguez 
Director 
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Young People Put at Risk in Social Media Challenge Games  
 


 


November 5, 2018 
 


Online social media “challenges”—games that require or dare a user to complete certain 
tasks—promote risky and dangerous behavior, sometimes resulting in injuries and death. 
Young teens and adolescents are more likely exposed and susceptible to participating in these 
types of online engagements due to their prevalent use of social media platforms and 
applications. Teenagers’ lack of impulse control also means they are more prone to engage in 
risk-taking behavior.   
 
Dangerous social media challenges can be broken down into categories based on the behavior 
they promote, including, self-harm, extreme physical stunts, and ingestion challenges. 
 


• Self-harm challenges promote 
individuals to self-inflict burning and 
cutting and some even promote 
suicide. One of the most well-known 
challenges—the Blue Whale 
Challenge—has been connected to 
over 130 deaths worldwide, including 
a 16-year-old Georgia girl and a 15-
year-old boy from Texas, according 
to media. The challenge is conducted 
over a 50-day period with participants 
assigned tasks to complete via an 
administrator. Tasks include cutting an 
image of a whale into one’s forearm and 
ultimately committing suicide on the last day of the challenge. 


 
• Extreme physical stunts are not technical or organized social media challenges, rather 


individuals engage in these stunts usually to promote personal social media profiles and 
appeal to online followers. Extreme physical stunts include jumping out of moving cars, 
standing in front of trains, and climbing tall buildings and natural structures to take 
videos, photos and “selfies.” Over 250 people have died in the last six years worldwide 
from attempts to take selfies in dangerous or extreme places—with more than 85 percent 
of the victims between the ages of 10 and 30—according to the Journal of Family 
Medicine and Primary Care study. 


 
• Ingestion challenges encourage participants to consume toxic chemicals, alcohol, spices, 


or large amounts of food such as marshmallows and crackers. Obvious risks include 
potential choking hazards and complications from blocked airways and inhalation of the 
substances. Severe allergic reactions are also possible. Harsh chemicals, spices and food 
risk damaging a victim’s esophagus or lungs. According to poison control centers, in 
2017 there were 10,000 cases reported involving the ingestion of laundry soap detergent.  


 


Journal depicting some of the tasks in the Blue 
Whale Challenge.  


(Source: Hindustan Times) 



https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6131996/
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Extreme Physical Stunts 
“In My Feelings”/Kiki 
Challenge 


Participants exit the passenger side of a car and proceed to dance alongside the 
vehicle while playing the song “In My Feelings.”   


Chokehold/Pass Out Challenge  A game where a person is choked or chokes themselves until they lose 
consciousness due to the lack of blood and oxygen supply to the brain.  


Kylie Jenner Lip Challenge Participants insert their lips into a glass container and suck out the air, creating a 
vacuum that causes their lips to swell. 


Car Surfing Challenge Participants ride on the outside of a moving vehicle on the hood, roof, or trunk 
while another person drives. 


Sunburn Art Challenge Participants “paint” a design on one’s skin with sunscreen and leave the rest 
uncovered and untreated. 


The Game of 72 Challenge Participants dare one another to disappear for 72 hours without telling relatives.  


Rubber Band Face Challenge Participants challenge one another to see how many rubber bands they can place 
on their face.  


Ingestion Challenges 


Tide Pod Challenge Participants record themselves eating Tide laundry pods and then post videos of 
them gagging on the product on YouTube. 


Cinnamon Challenge Participants film themselves eating a spoonful of ground cinnamon in under 60 
seconds without drinking anything.  


Ghost/Hot Pepper Challenge Participants film themselves while eating and swallowing a chili pepper that is 
spicy. 


Saltine Challenge Participants have sixty seconds to eat six saltine crackers without drinking 
anything. 


Banana Sprite Challenge Participants quickly consume two bananas and one liter of Sprite without 
vomiting. 


Snorting Condom Challenge 
Participants must unroll a condom, stuff it up the side of one’s nose, then plug the 
other nostril and inhale until the piece of latex slides into your throat. Then 
participants reach back and pull it from their mouth.  


The Real Food Challenge Two participants flip a coin to decide who will eat a plate of food, one real and one 
made of gummy candy.   


Self-Harm Challenges 
Salt and Ice Participants place salt and ice on their skin and attempt to withstand the pain. 


Fire/Fire Spray Challenge Participants apply flammable liquids to one’s body and then set the liquids aflame 
or use aerosols and lighters to create a makeshift blow torch. 


Blue Whale Challenge 
A series of tasks are assigned to a player over a 50-day period, beginning with 
harmless tasks before introducing elements of self-harm and ultimately requiring 
the player to commit suicide. 


Hot Water Challenge Participants pour boiling or hot water on an unaware individual. 


Eraser Challenge Participants rub a synthetic rubber eraser across their skin while having to say or do 
something. 


Deodorant Challenge Participants hold a can of aerosol deodorant to the skin while spraying for a 
prolonged period, the can cools sharply and causes frostbite. 


#CutforBieber Challenge 
An online hoax and Twitter hashtag campaign created by members of 4chan trying 
to spread a rumor that fans of Justin Bieber are cutting themselves in response to 
photographs of the singer allegedly smoking marijuana. 
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In May, the FBI released its “#ThinkBeforeYouPost” campaign to warn the public that 
anyone posting school threats and hoaxes online could face federal felony charges with a 
maximum of five years in prison. FBI Deputy Director said hoax threats disrupt schools, waste 
law enforcement resources, and put first responders in danger. He also cautioned that young 
people risk going into adulthood with a felony record over an impulsive social media post. 
 
• Federal and state agencies are using the “#ThinkBeforeYouPost” social media campaign to 


highlight that hoaxes squander public safety resources and risk diverting resources away 
from real threats. According to the FBI, incidents of hoax type threats to schools are rising, 
with 300 cases so far in 2018, a jump from 124 cases in 2017.  


 
• In the aftermath of the school shooting in Parkland, 


Florida, officials and educators are taking online 
threats more seriously, ramping up school safety 
protocols, and imposing more severe penalties on 
perpetrators of online threats. 


 
• In September, two people in Kentucky were 


sentenced to 21 months and 27 months in prison 
for creating a fake social media account to make 
threats against a public school.  


 
• In April 2017, a South Carolina man was 


sentenced to a year in federal prison after texting a 
bomb threat to a Veterans Affairs Medical Center. 


 


 
 


Additional Resources: 
• FBI: Think Before You Post  
• Think Before You Post PSA (FBI Chicago) 


FBI’s Social Media Best Practices 
• NEVER post or send any hoax threats online. 


 


• Notify local law enforcement immediately – and parents and teachers – if you are a victim of an online threat. 
 


• If you see a threat of violence posted on social media, immediately contact local law enforcement or your local 
FBI office. The public can also submit a tip to the FBI at tips.fbi.gov.  


 


• NEVER share or forward an online threat until law enforcement has had a chance to investigate—doing so can 
spread misinformation and cause unwanted panic. 


 


• Teachers, parents and guardians: be aware that posting threats and hoaxes online may be a cry for attention or 
an effort to get revenge or exert control. Talk to your student or child about the proper outlet for stress or 
emotional distress. Explain the importance of responsible social media use and the consequences of posting hoax 
threats. 


Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation 



https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/hoax-threats-awareness-100518

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVnJ-SSKBSw&feature=youtu.be
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In September, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) announced a campaign against 
the illegal sale and marketing of e-cigarettes to teens that targets 1,300 retailers and 5 major 
manufactures. E-cigarettes, a $1 billion industry in the United States, are popular among 
teenagers due to their easy availability and concealment. According to the Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC), 2.1 million middle and high-school students used e-cigarette 
devices in 2017. 


 
• “Vaping” products are sold at local gas stations, 


bodegas, and “head shops”—stores that sell  
drug-related paraphernalia. Teens can also purchase e-
cigarettes online and from second hand sellers on the 
street—including at metro stops and schools—without 
showing proof of age.   
 


• E-cigarette devices, which can also be used to smoke 
illicit substances, are easily concealed and often 
resemble pens or USB drives. They emit minimal 
vapor fumes and smell like fruit or other flavorings, 
allowing users to smoke indoors undetected.  
 


Since September, the FDA has conducted 978,290 retail inspections, issued 77,180 warning 
letters and approximately 18,560 money penalties to violating retailers—including 29 retailers 
in the National Capital Region.  
 


• Five major e-cigarette manufacturers—Vuse, Blu, JUUL, MarkTen XL, and Logic—are 
required to submit plans to address and mitigate the prevalent access of their products to 
minors no later than November 11. The FDA expanded the award-winning “The Real 
Cost” public education campaign to further address the issue of accessibility and 
prevention of e-cigarette use in minors. 
 


• Additional warning letters were sent to online retailers “selling misleadingly labeled 
and/or advertised e-liquids resembling kid-friendly food products such as candy and 
cookies.” 
 


 
Additional Resources: 
• FDA Press Release Statement  
• FDA: The Real Cost Campaign  
• FDA Cracks Down on E-Cigarettes to Curb Teen-Vaping 'Epidemic' 


JUUL e-cigarette “vaping” device  
with replacement pods 



http://wayback.archive-it.org/7993/20170722055253/https:/www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm496631.htm

http://wayback.archive-it.org/7993/20170722055253/https:/www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm496631.htm

https://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm620184.htm

https://www.fda.gov/TobaccoProducts/PublicHealthEducation/PublicEducationCampaigns/TheRealCostCampaign/default.htm

https://www.wired.com/story/fda-cracks-down-on-e-cigarettes-curb-teen-epidemic/
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In honor of DC Homeland Security and Emergency 
Management Agency (HSEMA)’s National Cybersecurity 
Awareness campaign, the WRTAC is sharing the following 
tips to help school professionals within the District learn more 
about cybersecurity and how to better protect themselves and 
their students from cyber threats.  
 
You lock the doors of your home to counter the physical threat 
of an intruder stealing your belongings or harming your loved 
ones, but have you thought about protecting your classroom 
from cyber threats? Have you taken steps to protect your school 
network and keep your internet-connected devices from being 
hacked? Do you teach your students how to stay safe online? 
 
If you answered “no” to any of these questions, please read the following tips to help protect yourself 
and your students from some of the more common cyber threats. 


 
• Change default usernames and passwords on devices such as routers, DVRs, and other internet-


connected devices. Hackers can use default login credentials to gain unauthorized access to 
devices and infect them with malware, steal data, and spy on users. 
 


• Monitor and limit student’s internet usage by modifying the settings on your router. If possible, 
block access to known malicious or inappropriate websites. 
 


• Talk to your students about the dangers of sharing too much personal information online. Tell 
them not to share their phone numbers, home addresses, or school locations on social media, 
public forums, or with people they do not personally know. 
 


• Be careful letting your students play online multiplayer games as they can be used as vehicles for 
cyberbullying. Additionally, sexual predators can use these games to contact children and gain 
their trust. Advise your students to tell you immediately if they are victims of cyberbullying or if 
they have received unwanted contact through an online game. 
 


 
For more cybersecurity tips, visit the District of Columbia's Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
(OCTO) at octo.dc.gov/cybersecurity and the National Cyber Security Alliance at StaySafeOnline.org. 
 



https://octo.dc.gov/cybersecurity

https://staysafeonline.org/
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August 15, 2018 
 
 
Dear District Educators:  
 
Earlier this year, Mayor Bowser asked the DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management 
Agency (HSEMA) to work with District of Columbia Public Schools, DC Public Charter 
Schools, and the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) to evaluate the overall preparedness 
posture of our District’s schools.  
 
School administrators and teachers are focused the education and safety of our students. Over the 
years, DCPS has used the Emergency and Safety Alliance (ESA) to bolster preparedness for 
schools, staff, and students.  
 
As a member of ESA, HSEMA is launching a new tool to help secure our schools—a resource 
packet highlighting threats to students and school employees. During the upcoming school year 
and in coordination with our partners, HSEMA’s intelligence bureau—the Washington Regional 
Threat Analysis Center (WRTAC)—will disseminate the school resource packets highlighting 
threat issues for students and personnel. These packets will raise awareness of emerging issues, 
safety trends, and available resources. The WRTAC, in coordination with many partners, reviews 
emerging terror, crime, and health threats in the District, National Capital Region, and 
throughout the United States to provide situational awareness.  
 
You are encouraged to actively participate in topics provided in this school resource packet 
initiative by providing feedback and emailing requests for product topics to 
WRTAC.AnalysisCenter@dc.gov.   
 
I’m a father of three school-aged children, so for me, this is personal. The safety and security of 
our children and school staff is of the utmost importance to us. My team pledges to empower you 
with timely and relevant information. 
 
We look forward to your partnership during the upcoming year. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Dr. Christopher Rodriguez 
Director  
 
 





mailto:WRTAC.AnalysisCenter@dc.gov
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Be Aware of Sex Trafficking Indicators 
Sex trafficking is widely underreported due to the lack of awareness surrounding the crime, 
but school staff are uniquely positioned to witness and report possible indicators to law 
enforcement. Traffickers frequently target runaway and homeless youth, as well as victims of 
domestic violence, sexual assault, and social discrimination.  



 



• Of the 25,000 runaways nationwide in 2017, one in seven likely became a victim of sex 
trafficking, according to the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children 
(NCMEC). Nearly 90 percent of those children were in the care of social services when 
they went missing.  
 



• While District data is limited, the WRTAC assesses the number of sex trafficking victims 
in DC is higher than those officially reported due to the underground nature of the crime. 
For example, only 18 child-trafficking arrests have been made in the District since 2012. 
Most of these victims were black females in their teens and 20s, according to DC’s 
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. 



 



 



Additional Resources: 
• Human Trafficking Awareness for Educators  
• Human Trafficking 101 for School Administrators and Staff 



  



Sex Trafficking Indicators  
While no single indicator confirms child sex trafficking, the presence of several raises the likelihood 



of child exploitation. 
• Hanging out with older males—often referred to as “boyfriend” or “daddy”; 
• Having money and gifts, particularly cellphones; 
• Frequently running away from school and home; 
• Being on the street unsupervised at night; 
• Appearing malnourished or having poor physical/dental health; 
• Lacking documentation/identification; 
• Avoiding social interaction and authority figures (i.e. school resource officers); 
• Possessing a hotel/motel key card; 
• Dressing inappropriately for their surroundings and/or the weather; and  
• Acting in scripted or rehearsed manner and/or avoiding eye contact.  



Report Suspicious Activity  
• To report immediate threats or emergencies call 911 and include your designated School Resource Officer. 
• To report in progress non-emergency suspicious activity or behavior, call (202)727-9099 or report online 



at iWATCH. 
• To report a human trafficking incident, call the MPD/FBI Child Exploitation Task Force at (202)576-



6768.  





https://humantraffickinghotline.org/resources/human-trafficking-awareness-educators


https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oese/oshs/humantraffickin101-schladmin.pdf?utm_source=FindYouthInfo.gov&utm_medium=Federal-Links&utm_campaign=Reports-and-Resources


https://iwatchdc.org/?site=dc
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Common suicide myths, according 
to a non-profit foundation that 



specializes in youth suicide: 
 



“People who talk about suicide 
won’t really do it.” 



 



“If a person is determined to kill 
him/herself, nothing is going to 



stop him/her.” 
 



“Talking about suicide may give 
someone the idea.” 



 



“People who attempt suicide and 
do not complete suicide are just 



trying to get attention and are not 
really serious.” 



Increase in Teen Suicide in the District 
 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
recently released a report highlighting a 16 percent 
increase in suicide, including youth suicide, in the 
District. In the US, suicide is the third leading cause of 
death among school age youth, resulting in 4,600 deaths 
each year.  
 



• Factors that often contribute to teen suicide 
include issues involving romantic relationships, 
substance use, physical health, and family stress.  



 



• Nationally, males are more likely than females to 
die from suicide. Of the reported suicides from 
pre-teens and young adults, 81 percent of the 
deaths were males and 19 percent were females, 
according to the CDC. 



 
• Bullying is one of the leading factors that contributes to youth suicide. In January, 



bullying caused a 12-year-old girl to commit suicide at a southeast school in the District, 
according to the victim’s mother.   



 
Additional Resources: 



• District of Columbia Public Schools: Mental Health Resources 
• Society for the Prevention of Teen Suicide: Resources for Educators  



  



 Youth Suicide Indicators & Risk Factors 
Youth who are contemplating suicide frequently give warning signs of their distress. School officials 
are in a key position to witness these warning signs, coordinate with school resource officers, and report 



suspicious behavior. Below are the warning signs of suicide and the risk factors that can increase the 
possibility of youth suicide. 



Warning signs include, but are not limited, to: 
• Talking about suicide & preoccupation 



with death; 
• Making statements about feeling hopeless, 



helpless, or worthless; 
• Causing self-inflicted injuries; 
• Becoming increasingly depressed;  
• Taking unnecessary risks or exhibiting 



self-destructive behavior; 
• Exhibiting out-of-character behavior; 
• Losing interest in hobbies; and 
• Giving prized possessions away. 



Risk factors include, but are not limited, to: 
• Perfectionist personalities; 
• LGBTQIA youth; 
• Youth with learning disabilities;  
• Students without a support system; 
• Youth with low self- esteem; 
• Youth with a history of abused and/or 



neglect; 
• Genetic predisposition for depression; 
• Parental history of violence, substance 



abuse; and/or divorce. 





https://dcps.dc.gov/page/additional-mental-health-resources


http://www.sptsusa.org/educators/
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Teen Use of E-Cigarettes  
Teens are increasingly using e-cigarette devices due to the ready availability and easy 
concealment of these products. E-cigarettes have become roughly a $1 billion industry in the 
US. According to the National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA), 9.5% of 8th graders have used e-
cigarettes in the past month, compared to 3.6% who had smoked cigarettes.  
 



• “Vaping” products are easily found at 
local gas stations, bodegas, and “head 
shops”—stores that sell drug-related 
paraphernalia. Teens can also purchase 
e-cigarettes online and from second-hand 
sellers on the street—including at metro 
stops and schools—without showing 
proof of age.   



 
• E-cigarette devices, which can also be used to smoke illicit substances, are easily 



concealed and often resemble pens or USB drives. They produce minimal vapor fumes 
and smell like fruit or other flavorings, allowing users to smoke indoors undetected.  



 
E-cigarettes are the most popular method for consuming synthetic marijuana—lab-made 
chemicals designed to mimic the effects of regular marijuana, including K2, Flakka, and 
Spice. Synthetic marijuana chemicals are often sold as a vaping liquid and more potent than 
regular marijuana, causing complications ranging from kidney damage to substance-induced 
psychosis. 
 



• NIDA found 3.7% of 12th graders had used synthetic marijuana in 2017. With the 
increase in popularity and availability of these devices, it is likely the number of younger 
users will increase over time, according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC).  



 
• Over the last five years, the use of e-cigarettes to smoke illicit substances has led to an 



increase in overdoses across the US, according to the CDC. In New York and Chicago, 
for example, over 100 people have overdosed—including two people who have died—
from smoking synthetic marijuana since May, according to press.  



 
Additional Resources: 



• E-Cigarettes: What You Need to Know Teacher’s Guide  
• Stanford Medicine Tobacco Prevention Toolkit: Modules for Tobacco & Nicotine 



Education 
• E-Cigarette Use Among Youth and Young Adults: A Report of the Surgeon General  



 
  



One example of an e-cigarette “vaping” device. 





http://headsup.scholastic.com/teachers/lesson-e-cigarettes-what-you-need-to-know


https://med.stanford.edu/tobaccopreventiontoolkit/E-Cigs.html


https://med.stanford.edu/tobaccopreventiontoolkit/E-Cigs.html


https://e-cigarettes.surgeongeneral.gov/documents/2016_SGR_Fact_Sheet_508.pdf
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Phishing Attacks Target Education Sector 
School-issued email accounts are attractive targets for phishing campaigns designed to obtain 
recipients’ sensitive, personal information such as login credentials, Social Security numbers, 
and banking information. Phishing emails in these campaigns either closely resemble emails 
sent by legitimate organizations or appear to originate from the account of someone the recipient 
knows, such as a professional colleague or a personal contact. Phishing campaigns conducted 
against school faculty and staff during busy times—such as at the beginning of the school year—
can be particularly effective since recipients are likely to be less suspicious of new emails and 
hectic schedules may prevent them from thoroughly scrutinizing their emails. Successful 
phishing attacks can result in financial loss, identity theft, and compromised computer networks.  
 



• In February 2017, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued an alert stating that the 
Form W-2 phishing scam had begun to impact school districts, among other sectors. 



 
• In November 2017, an unidentified cyber threat actor used a phishing campaign to target 



Maryland public schools and redirect the paychecks of 36 school employees to a bank 
account operated by the criminal, resulting in the theft of approximately $57,000.  



 
• According to a 2017 business technology report, students attending college were targeted 



by emails from a fraudulent student loan organization attempting to obtain personal, 
sensitive information. 



 



Additional Resources: 
• OCTO:  How to Recognize and Protect Yourself from Phishing Scams 
• Cybersecurity Tips from the Office of the Chief Technology Officer 



How to Protect Your Online Safety 
Always report/forward all suspicious emails to the Office of the Chief Technology Officer 



Security Operations Center (OCTO) at phishing@dc.gov. 



• If possible, avoid opening suspicious emails. If you were not expecting an email from a 
sender, or the subject line seems unusual or out of character, contact the sender by another 
method and verify the legitimacy of the email before opening it. 



• Do not download or open attachments from unexpected emails. Attachments may contain 
malicious scripts designed to install malware onto your computer. 



• Never click links included in suspicious or unexpected emails. Links embedded within 
phishing messages often direct recipients to fraudulent websites designed to steal login 
credentials, personal information, or infect computers and devices with malware. 



• Do not reply to the sender. Ignore any requests the sender may solicit and do not call phone 
numbers provided in the message. Do not click any links labeled “unsubscribe” as it only 
serves to validate your email address with the sender and may result in more emails. 



• Report it. Help others avoid phishing attempts. 
• Clicked the link?  Don’t worry, it’s not too late! Please contact the OCTO Security 



Operations Center at phishing@dc.gov if you clicked on a link or opened an attachment in a 
suspected phishing email. 





https://octo.dc.gov/blog/how-recognize-and-protect-yourself-phishing-scams


https://octo.dc.gov/cybersecurity


mailto:phishing@dc.gov


mailto:phishing@dc.gov
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2720 Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20032-2601 • (202) 727-6161 • hsema.dc.gov 


 
January 18, 2019  
 
Dear District Educators,  
 
2019 marks a new year and some exciting new developments in HSEMA that I wanted to share with 
you. First, HSMEA’s intelligence component has been rebranded as the National Capital Region Threat 
Intelligence Consortium (NTIC) and its focus is on drafting and providing intelligence analysis 
incorporating the National Capital region at large. Enclosed in this email, find the NTIC’s brochure 
outlining our new centers, functions, and services.  
 
Additionally, I am pleased to announce we have expanded the contents of our school resource packet to 
include information on preparedness and mitigation topics, such as winter weather safety tips for 
students and educators. We will continue to disseminate these school resource packets to highlight key 
threats, current issues, safety trends, and emerging public safety resources available to the education 
community.  
 
Below is our third installment of HSEMA’s school security packet. If you missed our previous packets, 
you can find the August 2018 installment here and the November 2018 installment here. I highly 
encourage you all to actively participate and become champions of this initiative by providing feedback 
and submitting requests for product topics via NTIC@dc.gov.  
 
Mayor Bowser, MPD’s Chief Newsham, Interim Chancellor Alexander and I continue to pledge our 
support to you and are committed to helping empower the education sector by providing timely and 
relevant information. We look forward to your continued partnership in the new year.  
 
Respectfully,  
 
 
 
Dr. Christopher Rodriquez  
Director 



mailto:NTIC@dc.gov
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#BirdBoxChallenge: Newest in Dangerous Online Social Media Challenges 
 
The newest online challenge trending on social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter— 
the “#BirdBoxChallenge”—has users filming stunts while blindfolded, some resulting in serious injury. 
Most online social media challenge games dare a user to complete certain tasks that promote risky behavior and 
cause injuries and death.  
 


• Some social media challenges become popular by encouraging 
reenactments of scenes from popular films. The most recent 
example is the Netflix Original film Bird Box, a post-apocalyptic 
story about a family on a dangerous journey trying to escape 
monsters while entirely blindfolded.  
 


• Social media users attempting the #BirdBoxChallenge have filmed 
themselves wandering their homes blindfolded, running into walls, 
tripping over obstacles, and falling down stairs. In extreme cases, 
videos show challengers covering their eyes and driving or running 
into traffic.  
 


• Young teens and adolescents, frequent users of social media 
platforms and applications, are more likely to engage in these 
online challenges. Their lack of impulse control and need for peer 
approval mean teenagers are more prone to engage in risk-taking 
behavior. 
 


• On January 2, Netflix released a statement in response to the 
numerous “failed” #BirdBoxChallenge posts, highlighting the 
dangers of the new social media trend. 


 
 
 


Resources: 
• Dangerous Social Media Trends Among Teens 
• What is the Bird Box Challenge? 


 
 


(Source: Netflix) 


 (Source: Twitter) 



https://www.familyeducation.com/facebook/dangerous-social-media-trends-among-teens-0

https://www.popsugar.com/entertainment/What-Bird-Box-Challenge-45637560
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Rise in Teen Use of E-Cigarettes Prompting Federal Action  
 


The FDA plans to meet soon with top executives of e-cigarette companies to address what it sees as an 
alarming rise in young people using electronic nicotine delivery system (ENDS) products, such as e-
cigarettes, vaporizers, and vape pens. In a series of tweets last month, FDA Commissioner Gottlieb 
indicated a need for urgent action to address the 78 percent increase in teen usage of these devices last year.  
The total number of middle and high school students using e-cigarettes rose to 3.6 million, 1.5 million more 
students than in 2017, according to the 2018 National Youth Tobacco Survey (NYTS).  
 


•   Last year the FDA announced a series of proposals designed to curb the marketing and sales of e-
cigarettes to young people to include limiting the sale of some flavored e-cigarette and tobacco 
products as teens tend to favor these sweet, flavored ENDS products.  


 
Recent research suggests that e-cigarette companies are specifically marketing these devices and flavored 
vaping liquids to teens on social media platforms and through social influencers. For example, Juul 
Labs—an e-cigarette company comprising 80 percent of the e-cigarette market and valued at $15 billion—
promoted its products through social media influencers and platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, and 
YouTube that have a high percentage of teen users, according to a 2018 Stanford University study. Juul and 
other e-cigarette companies marketed products via launch parties, free samples, and social media vaping 
contests/tricks.  


 
• These social media influencers—many portrayed as 


young people with more than 50,000 followers—
reportedly receive money from e-cigarette companies 
such as Juul Labs, Vuse, and MarkTen to review and 
promote products on online platforms. Stanford 
researchers compiled images, photos, and videos 
showing influencers using these products and 
demonstrating vaping skills such as smoke rings and 
tornadoes. 
 


• Key word searches such as #Vape #Vaping VapeLife 
#VapePorn #Juuling and #JuulTricks on Instagram and 
YouTube bring up thousands of photos and videos of 
young people and adults showing off their vaping 
skills, subliminally promoting the devices and use of e-
cigarettes in young people who frequent these 
platforms daily.   


 
Resources:  
• Physician Advocacy Network: High School Lesson Plan: 


Vaping and JUULing  
• Stanford Medicine: Tobacco Prevention Toolkit – E-Cigarettes and Vape Pens  


A social media influencer is an 
individual who “has established 


credibility in a specific industry…has 
access to a large audience and can 
persuade others by virtue of their 


authenticity and reach,” according to a 
large marketing company. 



http://www.panmn.org/teachers/

http://www.panmn.org/teachers/

https://med.stanford.edu/tobaccopreventiontoolkit/E-Cigs.html
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Post-Parkland, FBI Improves National Public Tip Line  


The FBI will more thoroughly screen calls to its national Public Access Line and provide 
timely information to officers in the field, revisions to procedures prompted by the February 
2018 school shooting in Parkland, Florida where 17 individuals were killed and 17 injured. 
The FBI’s Public Access Line is a public tip line system that receives thousands of calls daily. 
The public can call their local FBI office 24 hours a day, seven days a week or submit an online 
tip via FBI Report a Tip.  


• The FBI reportedly mishandled two tips warning accused Parkland gunman Nikolas Cruz 
posed a threat to his community. 


• A tip reported in September 2017 said someone named “Cruz” posted a comment on 
YouTube citing his intention to become a school shooter. The FBI investigated the tip but 
could not ascertain Cruz’s identity and, following a second review, deemed the tip was 
not a national security threat. 


• A tipster who called the FBI’s West Virginia call center in January 2018 said the 
Parkland police were told Cruz was a threat and warned about Cruz’s recent behavior and 
actions. The FBI did not consider the matter to be a direct threat however, because the 
caller could not provide specifics on a plan to carry out a school shooting.  


FBI’s Public Access Line Improvements 
• Added supplementary professional staff and 12 supervisory special agents.  


• Established a two-tiered system to review calls with Tier 1 staffers handling “nuisance 
calls” and providing general information and Tier 2 staffers fielding calls with “potential 
lead value” including threats to life, counterterrorism and criminal matters.  


• Improved summaries of Tier 2 calls scored with a key threat word list and speech-to-text 
technology employed to help identify threat words.  


• Enhanced review by a supervisory special agent of any call that includes at least one key 
threat word.   


• Amended the review process for calls involving threat to life and counterterrorism 
matters, which will be reviewed by a quality management team to ensure relevant and 
timely follow up with law enforcement and other pertinent agencies.  


• Improved training to help tip line staff better identify and relay information on threats to 
life and potential school shooters.  


 



https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices

https://www.fbi.gov/tips
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Winter Weather Preparedness Resources for School Personnel  
 
School personnel should remain vigilant and prepared for unexpected severe winter weather 
events, especially those that occur while schools are in session. Weather forecasters predict most 
severe weather events, like intense snowstorms, well ahead of time enabling the announcement of 
early school closures. Winter weather can cause power outages, dangerously cold temperatures, 
supply disruptions, and safety hazards that endanger lives and potentially impair access to key 
infrastructure.  
 
Winter Preparation Plans should include:  


• Conducting awareness training, including 
facility evacuation routes and procedures; 


• Understanding communication protocols for 
delays, closures, and transportation; 


• Procuring emergency supplies; 
• Monitoring radio and/or television reports; 
• Securing facilities; and 
• Securing and backing-up electronic files.  


 
Considerations for an Effective Emergency Plan:  


 
• Location of students – Pre-plan to relocate students located in trailer classrooms or to 


accommodate students with mobility needs. Take into account non-routine school activities 
or other events held in school facilities.  
 


• Notification – Ensure staff and students know the specific emergency notification signal—a 
speaker system, a special tone, or a bell—and ensure a backup method (i.e. air horn or 
megaphone) is available in the event of a loss of electricity.  Know the protocol for parent 
notifications, especially for weather events when students are at school or delayed beyond 
regular hours. 


 
• School Bus Considerations – Ensure staff and bus drivers know the role they should play at 


the school or during transport of students.  Being able to communicate with bus drivers via 
a central dispatch point or with school officials is key to ensuring safety. Central dispatch 
and school staff should provide drivers with weather updates to give them advanced notice 
of changing weather conditions. Have a hardcopy highway map to follow storm movement 
from weather bulletins. Online maps and weather sources are valuable, but if electricity is 
out, it helps to have paper maps.  Drivers should be aware of possible shelters along their 
routes—such as COOP sites, fire houses, and recreation centers—that they can use if 
needed. 
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Source of Weather Information: 


Listen to radio and television for information when winter weather is likely. Forecasts and watches 
from the Storm Prediction Center and National Weather Service can also help you be aware of the 
possibility of severe weather during the school day. 


Understand Winter Storm Warning Terms: 


The National Weather Service (NWS) is responsible for issuing winter storm warnings, watches, 
and advisories to alert the public when dangerous winter conditions are expected. 


 


 


Additional Resources:  


• AlertDC 
• DCPS: Inclement Weather Guidance  
• DCPS: Stay Informed of Emergencies, Delays and Closures  


 
 


 



https://member.everbridge.net/index/1332612387832012#/signup

https://dcps.dc.gov/page/inclement-weather-guidance

https://dcps.dc.gov/page/stay-informed-emergencies-delays-and-closures
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National Capital Region: Outlook for 2019 Winter Season  
 
Higher than average precipitation and moderately higher temperatures will occur in the National Capital 
Region (NCR) during the 2019 winter season due to the projected El Niño weather pattern developing in the 
Pacific Ocean. Historic data depicts a correlation between the strength of an El Niño episode and seasonal 
temperatures, precipitation, and snowfall in the NCR. Local jurisdictions should remain vigilant to ensure 
resident and infrastructure protection.  
 
• The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) reports a 70 percent chance for an El Niño 


winter season—a climate phenomenon characterized by unusually warm ocean temperatures in the central 
and eastern tropical Pacific Ocean—with increasing precipitation and warmer temperatures across the 
United States. The 2019 El Niño winter season pattern is expected to be weak—producing slightly colder 
temperatures and less precipitation than previously experienced El Niño weather patterns. The NCR last 
experienced an El Nino pattern—albeit a strong one—in the 2015-2016 winter season, resulting in a record  
two-day snowfall in January that registered between 12 to 36 inches. 


 
• Warmer than average temperatures are expected during the 2019 winter season for most of the country. The 


NCR will experience warmer temperatures compared to the 2017-2018 winter season.  
 
• The NCR likely will experience more precipitation this winter than last year based on the forecasted El Niño 


weather pattern. Nationwide, above average precipitation is anticipated; the National Weather Service 
(NWS) reports most snow accumulation will occur in late January and mid-February.  


 
• Last snow season, the region accumulated an average of 11.7 inches of snow with maximum snowfall 


occurring in March. According to the NWS, snowfall in the NCR varies widely with the lowest recorded 
snowfall measuring 0.1 inches—during the 1972-1973 and 1997-1998 snow seasons—and the highest 
measuring 77.0 inches—during the 2009-2010 snow season. 


 
• DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management (HSEMA) ensures preparedness regardless of 


forecasted weather conditions— updating winter weather plans to ensure rapid response, coordinating 
across agencies to anticipate resource needs for the upcoming snow season, and preparing residents for 
winter conditions through media outreach and public messaging.  
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November 16, 2018 
 
 
 
Dear District Educators: 
 
Earlier this year, Mayor Bowser asked the DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency 
(HSEMA) to work with District of Columbia Public Schools, DC Public Charter Schools, and the Metropolitan 
Police Department (MPD) to evaluate the overall preparedness posture of our District’s schools.  
 
HSEMA, in conjunction with the Emergency and Safety Alliance (ESA), is launching a new tool to help secure 
our schools—a resource packet highlighting threats to students and school employees. During the upcoming 
school year, HSEMA’s intelligence bureau will disseminate these packets to highlight key threats and keep you 
aware of current issues, safety trends, and public safety resources available to your community.  
 
Below is our second installment of HSEMA’s school security packet. If you missed our first packet you can find 
it here. I encourage you to participate in this initiative by providing feedback and submitting requests for product 
topics via the survey at the end of this packet.  
 
The safety and security of our children and school staff is of the utmost priority for Mayor Bowser, MPD’s Chief 
Newsham, Interim Chancellor Alexander, and me. Our team pledges to empower you with timely and relevant 
information. We look forward to your partnership during the upcoming year. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Dr. Christopher Rodriguez 
Director 
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Young People Put at Risk in Social Media Challenge Games  
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Online social media “challenges”—games that require or dare a user to complete certain 
tasks—promote risky and dangerous behavior, sometimes resulting in injuries and death. 
Young teens and adolescents are more likely exposed and susceptible to participating in these 
types of online engagements due to their prevalent use of social media platforms and 
applications. Teenagers’ lack of impulse control also means they are more prone to engage in 
risk-taking behavior.   
 
Dangerous social media challenges can be broken down into categories based on the behavior 
they promote, including, self-harm, extreme physical stunts, and ingestion challenges. 
 



• Self-harm challenges promote 
individuals to self-inflict burning and 
cutting and some even promote 
suicide. One of the most well-known 
challenges—the Blue Whale 
Challenge—has been connected to 
over 130 deaths worldwide, including 
a 16-year-old Georgia girl and a 15-
year-old boy from Texas, according 
to media. The challenge is conducted 
over a 50-day period with participants 
assigned tasks to complete via an 
administrator. Tasks include cutting an 
image of a whale into one’s forearm and 
ultimately committing suicide on the last day of the challenge. 



 
• Extreme physical stunts are not technical or organized social media challenges, rather 



individuals engage in these stunts usually to promote personal social media profiles and 
appeal to online followers. Extreme physical stunts include jumping out of moving cars, 
standing in front of trains, and climbing tall buildings and natural structures to take 
videos, photos and “selfies.” Over 250 people have died in the last six years worldwide 
from attempts to take selfies in dangerous or extreme places—with more than 85 percent 
of the victims between the ages of 10 and 30—according to the Journal of Family 
Medicine and Primary Care study. 



 
• Ingestion challenges encourage participants to consume toxic chemicals, alcohol, spices, 



or large amounts of food such as marshmallows and crackers. Obvious risks include 
potential choking hazards and complications from blocked airways and inhalation of the 
substances. Severe allergic reactions are also possible. Harsh chemicals, spices and food 
risk damaging a victim’s esophagus or lungs. According to poison control centers, in 
2017 there were 10,000 cases reported involving the ingestion of laundry soap detergent.  



 



Journal depicting some of the tasks in the Blue 
Whale Challenge.  



(Source: Hindustan Times) 





https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6131996/
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Extreme Physical Stunts 
“In My Feelings”/Kiki 
Challenge 



Participants exit the passenger side of a car and proceed to dance alongside the 
vehicle while playing the song “In My Feelings.”   



Chokehold/Pass Out Challenge  A game where a person is choked or chokes themselves until they lose 
consciousness due to the lack of blood and oxygen supply to the brain.  



Kylie Jenner Lip Challenge Participants insert their lips into a glass container and suck out the air, creating a 
vacuum that causes their lips to swell. 



Car Surfing Challenge Participants ride on the outside of a moving vehicle on the hood, roof, or trunk 
while another person drives. 



Sunburn Art Challenge Participants “paint” a design on one’s skin with sunscreen and leave the rest 
uncovered and untreated. 



The Game of 72 Challenge Participants dare one another to disappear for 72 hours without telling relatives.  



Rubber Band Face Challenge Participants challenge one another to see how many rubber bands they can place 
on their face.  



Ingestion Challenges 



Tide Pod Challenge Participants record themselves eating Tide laundry pods and then post videos of 
them gagging on the product on YouTube. 



Cinnamon Challenge Participants film themselves eating a spoonful of ground cinnamon in under 60 
seconds without drinking anything.  



Ghost/Hot Pepper Challenge Participants film themselves while eating and swallowing a chili pepper that is 
spicy. 



Saltine Challenge Participants have sixty seconds to eat six saltine crackers without drinking 
anything. 



Banana Sprite Challenge Participants quickly consume two bananas and one liter of Sprite without 
vomiting. 



Snorting Condom Challenge 
Participants must unroll a condom, stuff it up the side of one’s nose, then plug the 
other nostril and inhale until the piece of latex slides into your throat. Then 
participants reach back and pull it from their mouth.  



The Real Food Challenge Two participants flip a coin to decide who will eat a plate of food, one real and one 
made of gummy candy.   



Self-Harm Challenges 
Salt and Ice Participants place salt and ice on their skin and attempt to withstand the pain. 



Fire/Fire Spray Challenge Participants apply flammable liquids to one’s body and then set the liquids aflame 
or use aerosols and lighters to create a makeshift blow torch. 



Blue Whale Challenge 
A series of tasks are assigned to a player over a 50-day period, beginning with 
harmless tasks before introducing elements of self-harm and ultimately requiring 
the player to commit suicide. 



Hot Water Challenge Participants pour boiling or hot water on an unaware individual. 



Eraser Challenge Participants rub a synthetic rubber eraser across their skin while having to say or do 
something. 



Deodorant Challenge Participants hold a can of aerosol deodorant to the skin while spraying for a 
prolonged period, the can cools sharply and causes frostbite. 



#CutforBieber Challenge 
An online hoax and Twitter hashtag campaign created by members of 4chan trying 
to spread a rumor that fans of Justin Bieber are cutting themselves in response to 
photographs of the singer allegedly smoking marijuana. 
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Social Media Campaign Highlights Consequences of Online Hoaxes 
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In May, the FBI released its “#ThinkBeforeYouPost” campaign to warn the public that 
anyone posting school threats and hoaxes online could face federal felony charges with a 
maximum of five years in prison. FBI Deputy Director said hoax threats disrupt schools, waste 
law enforcement resources, and put first responders in danger. He also cautioned that young 
people risk going into adulthood with a felony record over an impulsive social media post. 
 
• Federal and state agencies are using the “#ThinkBeforeYouPost” social media campaign to 



highlight that hoaxes squander public safety resources and risk diverting resources away 
from real threats. According to the FBI, incidents of hoax type threats to schools are rising, 
with 300 cases so far in 2018, a jump from 124 cases in 2017.  



 
• In the aftermath of the school shooting in Parkland, 



Florida, officials and educators are taking online 
threats more seriously, ramping up school safety 
protocols, and imposing more severe penalties on 
perpetrators of online threats. 



 
• In September, two people in Kentucky were 



sentenced to 21 months and 27 months in prison 
for creating a fake social media account to make 
threats against a public school.  



 
• In April 2017, a South Carolina man was 



sentenced to a year in federal prison after texting a 
bomb threat to a Veterans Affairs Medical Center. 



 



 
 



Additional Resources: 
• FBI: Think Before You Post  
• Think Before You Post PSA (FBI Chicago) 



FBI’s Social Media Best Practices 
• NEVER post or send any hoax threats online. 



 



• Notify local law enforcement immediately – and parents and teachers – if you are a victim of an online threat. 
 



• If you see a threat of violence posted on social media, immediately contact local law enforcement or your local 
FBI office. The public can also submit a tip to the FBI at tips.fbi.gov.  



 



• NEVER share or forward an online threat until law enforcement has had a chance to investigate—doing so can 
spread misinformation and cause unwanted panic. 



 



• Teachers, parents and guardians: be aware that posting threats and hoaxes online may be a cry for attention or 
an effort to get revenge or exert control. Talk to your student or child about the proper outlet for stress or 
emotional distress. Explain the importance of responsible social media use and the consequences of posting hoax 
threats. 



Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation 





https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/hoax-threats-awareness-100518


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVnJ-SSKBSw&feature=youtu.be
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FDA Cracks Down on Sale and Marketing of E-Cigarettes to Teens  
 
 



 



November 5, 2018 
 



In September, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) announced a campaign against 
the illegal sale and marketing of e-cigarettes to teens that targets 1,300 retailers and 5 major 
manufactures. E-cigarettes, a $1 billion industry in the United States, are popular among 
teenagers due to their easy availability and concealment. According to the Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC), 2.1 million middle and high-school students used e-cigarette 
devices in 2017. 



 
• “Vaping” products are sold at local gas stations, 



bodegas, and “head shops”—stores that sell  
drug-related paraphernalia. Teens can also purchase e-
cigarettes online and from second hand sellers on the 
street—including at metro stops and schools—without 
showing proof of age.   
 



• E-cigarette devices, which can also be used to smoke 
illicit substances, are easily concealed and often 
resemble pens or USB drives. They emit minimal 
vapor fumes and smell like fruit or other flavorings, 
allowing users to smoke indoors undetected.  
 



Since September, the FDA has conducted 978,290 retail inspections, issued 77,180 warning 
letters and approximately 18,560 money penalties to violating retailers—including 29 retailers 
in the National Capital Region.  
 



• Five major e-cigarette manufacturers—Vuse, Blu, JUUL, MarkTen XL, and Logic—are 
required to submit plans to address and mitigate the prevalent access of their products to 
minors no later than November 11. The FDA expanded the award-winning “The Real 
Cost” public education campaign to further address the issue of accessibility and 
prevention of e-cigarette use in minors. 
 



• Additional warning letters were sent to online retailers “selling misleadingly labeled 
and/or advertised e-liquids resembling kid-friendly food products such as candy and 
cookies.” 
 



 
Additional Resources: 
• FDA Press Release Statement  
• FDA: The Real Cost Campaign  
• FDA Cracks Down on E-Cigarettes to Curb Teen-Vaping 'Epidemic' 



JUUL e-cigarette “vaping” device  
with replacement pods 





http://wayback.archive-it.org/7993/20170722055253/https:/www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm496631.htm


http://wayback.archive-it.org/7993/20170722055253/https:/www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm496631.htm


https://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm620184.htm


https://www.fda.gov/TobaccoProducts/PublicHealthEducation/PublicEducationCampaigns/TheRealCostCampaign/default.htm


https://www.wired.com/story/fda-cracks-down-on-e-cigarettes-curb-teen-epidemic/
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Cyber: Make Your Classroom a Haven for Online Safety  
 



 



November 5, 2018 
 



In honor of DC Homeland Security and Emergency 
Management Agency (HSEMA)’s National Cybersecurity 
Awareness campaign, the WRTAC is sharing the following 
tips to help school professionals within the District learn more 
about cybersecurity and how to better protect themselves and 
their students from cyber threats.  
 
You lock the doors of your home to counter the physical threat 
of an intruder stealing your belongings or harming your loved 
ones, but have you thought about protecting your classroom 
from cyber threats? Have you taken steps to protect your school 
network and keep your internet-connected devices from being 
hacked? Do you teach your students how to stay safe online? 
 
If you answered “no” to any of these questions, please read the following tips to help protect yourself 
and your students from some of the more common cyber threats. 



 
• Change default usernames and passwords on devices such as routers, DVRs, and other internet-



connected devices. Hackers can use default login credentials to gain unauthorized access to 
devices and infect them with malware, steal data, and spy on users. 
 



• Monitor and limit student’s internet usage by modifying the settings on your router. If possible, 
block access to known malicious or inappropriate websites. 
 



• Talk to your students about the dangers of sharing too much personal information online. Tell 
them not to share their phone numbers, home addresses, or school locations on social media, 
public forums, or with people they do not personally know. 
 



• Be careful letting your students play online multiplayer games as they can be used as vehicles for 
cyberbullying. Additionally, sexual predators can use these games to contact children and gain 
their trust. Advise your students to tell you immediately if they are victims of cyberbullying or if 
they have received unwanted contact through an online game. 
 



 
For more cybersecurity tips, visit the District of Columbia's Office of the Chief Technology Officer 
(OCTO) at octo.dc.gov/cybersecurity and the National Cyber Security Alliance at StaySafeOnline.org. 
 





https://octo.dc.gov/cybersecurity


https://staysafeonline.org/
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2720 Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20032-2601 • (202) 727-6161 • hsema.dc.gov 




 
 
August 15, 2018 
 
 
Dear District Educators:  
 
Earlier this year, Mayor Bowser asked the DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management 
Agency (HSEMA) to work with District of Columbia Public Schools, DC Public Charter 
Schools, and the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) to evaluate the overall preparedness 
posture of our District’s schools.  
 
School administrators and teachers are focused the education and safety of our students. Over the 
years, DCPS has used the Emergency and Safety Alliance (ESA) to bolster preparedness for 
schools, staff, and students.  
 
As a member of ESA, HSEMA is launching a new tool to help secure our schools—a resource 
packet highlighting threats to students and school employees. During the upcoming school year 
and in coordination with our partners, HSEMA’s intelligence bureau—the Washington Regional 
Threat Analysis Center (WRTAC)—will disseminate the school resource packets highlighting 
threat issues for students and personnel. These packets will raise awareness of emerging issues, 
safety trends, and available resources. The WRTAC, in coordination with many partners, reviews 
emerging terror, crime, and health threats in the District, National Capital Region, and 
throughout the United States to provide situational awareness.  
 
You are encouraged to actively participate in topics provided in this school resource packet 
initiative by providing feedback and emailing requests for product topics to 
WRTAC.AnalysisCenter@dc.gov.   
 
I’m a father of three school-aged children, so for me, this is personal. The safety and security of 
our children and school staff is of the utmost importance to us. My team pledges to empower you 
with timely and relevant information. 
 
We look forward to your partnership during the upcoming year. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Dr. Christopher Rodriguez 
Director  
 
 







mailto:WRTAC.AnalysisCenter@dc.gov
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Be Aware of Sex Trafficking Indicators 
Sex trafficking is widely underreported due to the lack of awareness surrounding the crime, 
but school staff are uniquely positioned to witness and report possible indicators to law 
enforcement. Traffickers frequently target runaway and homeless youth, as well as victims of 
domestic violence, sexual assault, and social discrimination.  




 




• Of the 25,000 runaways nationwide in 2017, one in seven likely became a victim of sex 
trafficking, according to the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children 
(NCMEC). Nearly 90 percent of those children were in the care of social services when 
they went missing.  
 




• While District data is limited, the WRTAC assesses the number of sex trafficking victims 
in DC is higher than those officially reported due to the underground nature of the crime. 
For example, only 18 child-trafficking arrests have been made in the District since 2012. 
Most of these victims were black females in their teens and 20s, according to DC’s 
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. 




 




 




Additional Resources: 
• Human Trafficking Awareness for Educators  
• Human Trafficking 101 for School Administrators and Staff 




  




Sex Trafficking Indicators  
While no single indicator confirms child sex trafficking, the presence of several raises the likelihood 




of child exploitation. 
• Hanging out with older males—often referred to as “boyfriend” or “daddy”; 
• Having money and gifts, particularly cellphones; 
• Frequently running away from school and home; 
• Being on the street unsupervised at night; 
• Appearing malnourished or having poor physical/dental health; 
• Lacking documentation/identification; 
• Avoiding social interaction and authority figures (i.e. school resource officers); 
• Possessing a hotel/motel key card; 
• Dressing inappropriately for their surroundings and/or the weather; and  
• Acting in scripted or rehearsed manner and/or avoiding eye contact.  




Report Suspicious Activity  
• To report immediate threats or emergencies call 911 and include your designated School Resource Officer. 
• To report in progress non-emergency suspicious activity or behavior, call (202)727-9099 or report online 




at iWATCH. 
• To report a human trafficking incident, call the MPD/FBI Child Exploitation Task Force at (202)576-




6768.  







https://humantraffickinghotline.org/resources/human-trafficking-awareness-educators



https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oese/oshs/humantraffickin101-schladmin.pdf?utm_source=FindYouthInfo.gov&utm_medium=Federal-Links&utm_campaign=Reports-and-Resources



https://iwatchdc.org/?site=dc
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Common suicide myths, according 
to a non-profit foundation that 




specializes in youth suicide: 
 




“People who talk about suicide 
won’t really do it.” 




 




“If a person is determined to kill 
him/herself, nothing is going to 




stop him/her.” 
 




“Talking about suicide may give 
someone the idea.” 




 




“People who attempt suicide and 
do not complete suicide are just 




trying to get attention and are not 
really serious.” 




Increase in Teen Suicide in the District 
 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
recently released a report highlighting a 16 percent 
increase in suicide, including youth suicide, in the 
District. In the US, suicide is the third leading cause of 
death among school age youth, resulting in 4,600 deaths 
each year.  
 




• Factors that often contribute to teen suicide 
include issues involving romantic relationships, 
substance use, physical health, and family stress.  




 




• Nationally, males are more likely than females to 
die from suicide. Of the reported suicides from 
pre-teens and young adults, 81 percent of the 
deaths were males and 19 percent were females, 
according to the CDC. 




 
• Bullying is one of the leading factors that contributes to youth suicide. In January, 




bullying caused a 12-year-old girl to commit suicide at a southeast school in the District, 
according to the victim’s mother.   




 
Additional Resources: 




• District of Columbia Public Schools: Mental Health Resources 
• Society for the Prevention of Teen Suicide: Resources for Educators  




  




 Youth Suicide Indicators & Risk Factors 
Youth who are contemplating suicide frequently give warning signs of their distress. School officials 
are in a key position to witness these warning signs, coordinate with school resource officers, and report 




suspicious behavior. Below are the warning signs of suicide and the risk factors that can increase the 
possibility of youth suicide. 




Warning signs include, but are not limited, to: 
• Talking about suicide & preoccupation 




with death; 
• Making statements about feeling hopeless, 




helpless, or worthless; 
• Causing self-inflicted injuries; 
• Becoming increasingly depressed;  
• Taking unnecessary risks or exhibiting 




self-destructive behavior; 
• Exhibiting out-of-character behavior; 
• Losing interest in hobbies; and 
• Giving prized possessions away. 




Risk factors include, but are not limited, to: 
• Perfectionist personalities; 
• LGBTQIA youth; 
• Youth with learning disabilities;  
• Students without a support system; 
• Youth with low self- esteem; 
• Youth with a history of abused and/or 




neglect; 
• Genetic predisposition for depression; 
• Parental history of violence, substance 




abuse; and/or divorce. 







https://dcps.dc.gov/page/additional-mental-health-resources



http://www.sptsusa.org/educators/
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Teen Use of E-Cigarettes  
Teens are increasingly using e-cigarette devices due to the ready availability and easy 
concealment of these products. E-cigarettes have become roughly a $1 billion industry in the 
US. According to the National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA), 9.5% of 8th graders have used e-
cigarettes in the past month, compared to 3.6% who had smoked cigarettes.  
 




• “Vaping” products are easily found at 
local gas stations, bodegas, and “head 
shops”—stores that sell drug-related 
paraphernalia. Teens can also purchase 
e-cigarettes online and from second-hand 
sellers on the street—including at metro 
stops and schools—without showing 
proof of age.   




 
• E-cigarette devices, which can also be used to smoke illicit substances, are easily 




concealed and often resemble pens or USB drives. They produce minimal vapor fumes 
and smell like fruit or other flavorings, allowing users to smoke indoors undetected.  




 
E-cigarettes are the most popular method for consuming synthetic marijuana—lab-made 
chemicals designed to mimic the effects of regular marijuana, including K2, Flakka, and 
Spice. Synthetic marijuana chemicals are often sold as a vaping liquid and more potent than 
regular marijuana, causing complications ranging from kidney damage to substance-induced 
psychosis. 
 




• NIDA found 3.7% of 12th graders had used synthetic marijuana in 2017. With the 
increase in popularity and availability of these devices, it is likely the number of younger 
users will increase over time, according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC).  




 
• Over the last five years, the use of e-cigarettes to smoke illicit substances has led to an 




increase in overdoses across the US, according to the CDC. In New York and Chicago, 
for example, over 100 people have overdosed—including two people who have died—
from smoking synthetic marijuana since May, according to press.  




 
Additional Resources: 




• E-Cigarettes: What You Need to Know Teacher’s Guide  
• Stanford Medicine Tobacco Prevention Toolkit: Modules for Tobacco & Nicotine 




Education 
• E-Cigarette Use Among Youth and Young Adults: A Report of the Surgeon General  




 
  




One example of an e-cigarette “vaping” device. 







http://headsup.scholastic.com/teachers/lesson-e-cigarettes-what-you-need-to-know



https://med.stanford.edu/tobaccopreventiontoolkit/E-Cigs.html



https://med.stanford.edu/tobaccopreventiontoolkit/E-Cigs.html



https://e-cigarettes.surgeongeneral.gov/documents/2016_SGR_Fact_Sheet_508.pdf
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Phishing Attacks Target Education Sector 
School-issued email accounts are attractive targets for phishing campaigns designed to obtain 
recipients’ sensitive, personal information such as login credentials, Social Security numbers, 
and banking information. Phishing emails in these campaigns either closely resemble emails 
sent by legitimate organizations or appear to originate from the account of someone the recipient 
knows, such as a professional colleague or a personal contact. Phishing campaigns conducted 
against school faculty and staff during busy times—such as at the beginning of the school year—
can be particularly effective since recipients are likely to be less suspicious of new emails and 
hectic schedules may prevent them from thoroughly scrutinizing their emails. Successful 
phishing attacks can result in financial loss, identity theft, and compromised computer networks.  
 




• In February 2017, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued an alert stating that the 
Form W-2 phishing scam had begun to impact school districts, among other sectors. 




 
• In November 2017, an unidentified cyber threat actor used a phishing campaign to target 




Maryland public schools and redirect the paychecks of 36 school employees to a bank 
account operated by the criminal, resulting in the theft of approximately $57,000.  




 
• According to a 2017 business technology report, students attending college were targeted 




by emails from a fraudulent student loan organization attempting to obtain personal, 
sensitive information. 




 




Additional Resources: 
• OCTO:  How to Recognize and Protect Yourself from Phishing Scams 
• Cybersecurity Tips from the Office of the Chief Technology Officer 




How to Protect Your Online Safety 
Always report/forward all suspicious emails to the Office of the Chief Technology Officer 




Security Operations Center (OCTO) at phishing@dc.gov. 




• If possible, avoid opening suspicious emails. If you were not expecting an email from a 
sender, or the subject line seems unusual or out of character, contact the sender by another 
method and verify the legitimacy of the email before opening it. 




• Do not download or open attachments from unexpected emails. Attachments may contain 
malicious scripts designed to install malware onto your computer. 




• Never click links included in suspicious or unexpected emails. Links embedded within 
phishing messages often direct recipients to fraudulent websites designed to steal login 
credentials, personal information, or infect computers and devices with malware. 




• Do not reply to the sender. Ignore any requests the sender may solicit and do not call phone 
numbers provided in the message. Do not click any links labeled “unsubscribe” as it only 
serves to validate your email address with the sender and may result in more emails. 




• Report it. Help others avoid phishing attempts. 
• Clicked the link?  Don’t worry, it’s not too late! Please contact the OCTO Security 




Operations Center at phishing@dc.gov if you clicked on a link or opened an attachment in a 
suspected phishing email. 







https://octo.dc.gov/blog/how-recognize-and-protect-yourself-phishing-scams



https://octo.dc.gov/cybersecurity



mailto:phishing@dc.gov



mailto:phishing@dc.gov
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August 15, 2018 
 
 
Dear District Educators:  
 
Earlier this year, Mayor Bowser asked the DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management 
Agency (HSEMA) to work with District of Columbia Public Schools, DC Public Charter 
Schools, and the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) to evaluate the overall preparedness 
posture of our District’s schools.  
 
School administrators and teachers are focused the education and safety of our students. Over the 
years, DCPS has used the Emergency and Safety Alliance (ESA) to bolster preparedness for 
schools, staff, and students.  
 
As a member of ESA, HSEMA is launching a new tool to help secure our schools—a resource 
packet highlighting threats to students and school employees. During the upcoming school year 
and in coordination with our partners, HSEMA’s intelligence bureau—the Washington Regional 
Threat Analysis Center (WRTAC)—will disseminate the school resource packets highlighting 
threat issues for students and personnel. These packets will raise awareness of emerging issues, 
safety trends, and available resources. The WRTAC, in coordination with many partners, reviews 
emerging terror, crime, and health threats in the District, National Capital Region, and 
throughout the United States to provide situational awareness.  
 
You are encouraged to actively participate in topics provided in this school resource packet 
initiative by providing feedback and emailing requests for product topics to 
WRTAC.AnalysisCenter@dc.gov.   
 
I’m a father of three school-aged children, so for me, this is personal. The safety and security of 
our children and school staff is of the utmost importance to us. My team pledges to empower you 
with timely and relevant information. 
 
We look forward to your partnership during the upcoming year. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Dr. Christopher Rodriguez 
Director  
 
 





mailto:WRTAC.AnalysisCenter@dc.gov
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Be Aware of Sex Trafficking Indicators 
Sex trafficking is widely underreported due to the lack of awareness surrounding the crime, 
but school staff are uniquely positioned to witness and report possible indicators to law 
enforcement. Traffickers frequently target runaway and homeless youth, as well as victims of 
domestic violence, sexual assault, and social discrimination.  



 



• Of the 25,000 runaways nationwide in 2017, one in seven likely became a victim of sex 
trafficking, according to the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children 
(NCMEC). Nearly 90 percent of those children were in the care of social services when 
they went missing.  
 



• While District data is limited, the WRTAC assesses the number of sex trafficking victims 
in DC is higher than those officially reported due to the underground nature of the crime. 
For example, only 18 child-trafficking arrests have been made in the District since 2012. 
Most of these victims were black females in their teens and 20s, according to DC’s 
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. 



 



 



Additional Resources: 
• Human Trafficking Awareness for Educators  
• Human Trafficking 101 for School Administrators and Staff 



  



Sex Trafficking Indicators  
While no single indicator confirms child sex trafficking, the presence of several raises the likelihood 



of child exploitation. 
• Hanging out with older males—often referred to as “boyfriend” or “daddy”; 
• Having money and gifts, particularly cellphones; 
• Frequently running away from school and home; 
• Being on the street unsupervised at night; 
• Appearing malnourished or having poor physical/dental health; 
• Lacking documentation/identification; 
• Avoiding social interaction and authority figures (i.e. school resource officers); 
• Possessing a hotel/motel key card; 
• Dressing inappropriately for their surroundings and/or the weather; and  
• Acting in scripted or rehearsed manner and/or avoiding eye contact.  



Report Suspicious Activity  
• To report immediate threats or emergencies call 911 and include your designated School Resource Officer. 
• To report in progress non-emergency suspicious activity or behavior, call (202)727-9099 or report online 



at iWATCH. 
• To report a human trafficking incident, call the MPD/FBI Child Exploitation Task Force at (202)576-



6768.  





https://humantraffickinghotline.org/resources/human-trafficking-awareness-educators


https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oese/oshs/humantraffickin101-schladmin.pdf?utm_source=FindYouthInfo.gov&utm_medium=Federal-Links&utm_campaign=Reports-and-Resources


https://iwatchdc.org/?site=dc
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Common suicide myths, according 
to a non-profit foundation that 



specializes in youth suicide: 
 



“People who talk about suicide 
won’t really do it.” 



 



“If a person is determined to kill 
him/herself, nothing is going to 



stop him/her.” 
 



“Talking about suicide may give 
someone the idea.” 



 



“People who attempt suicide and 
do not complete suicide are just 



trying to get attention and are not 
really serious.” 



Increase in Teen Suicide in the District 
 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
recently released a report highlighting a 16 percent 
increase in suicide, including youth suicide, in the 
District. In the US, suicide is the third leading cause of 
death among school age youth, resulting in 4,600 deaths 
each year.  
 



• Factors that often contribute to teen suicide 
include issues involving romantic relationships, 
substance use, physical health, and family stress.  



 



• Nationally, males are more likely than females to 
die from suicide. Of the reported suicides from 
pre-teens and young adults, 81 percent of the 
deaths were males and 19 percent were females, 
according to the CDC. 



 
• Bullying is one of the leading factors that contributes to youth suicide. In January, 



bullying caused a 12-year-old girl to commit suicide at a southeast school in the District, 
according to the victim’s mother.   



 
Additional Resources: 



• District of Columbia Public Schools: Mental Health Resources 
• Society for the Prevention of Teen Suicide: Resources for Educators  



  



 Youth Suicide Indicators & Risk Factors 
Youth who are contemplating suicide frequently give warning signs of their distress. School officials 
are in a key position to witness these warning signs, coordinate with school resource officers, and report 



suspicious behavior. Below are the warning signs of suicide and the risk factors that can increase the 
possibility of youth suicide. 



Warning signs include, but are not limited, to: 
• Talking about suicide & preoccupation 



with death; 
• Making statements about feeling hopeless, 



helpless, or worthless; 
• Causing self-inflicted injuries; 
• Becoming increasingly depressed;  
• Taking unnecessary risks or exhibiting 



self-destructive behavior; 
• Exhibiting out-of-character behavior; 
• Losing interest in hobbies; and 
• Giving prized possessions away. 



Risk factors include, but are not limited, to: 
• Perfectionist personalities; 
• LGBTQIA youth; 
• Youth with learning disabilities;  
• Students without a support system; 
• Youth with low self- esteem; 
• Youth with a history of abused and/or 



neglect; 
• Genetic predisposition for depression; 
• Parental history of violence, substance 



abuse; and/or divorce. 





https://dcps.dc.gov/page/additional-mental-health-resources


http://www.sptsusa.org/educators/
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Teen Use of E-Cigarettes  
Teens are increasingly using e-cigarette devices due to the ready availability and easy 
concealment of these products. E-cigarettes have become roughly a $1 billion industry in the 
US. According to the National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA), 9.5% of 8th graders have used e-
cigarettes in the past month, compared to 3.6% who had smoked cigarettes.  
 



• “Vaping” products are easily found at 
local gas stations, bodegas, and “head 
shops”—stores that sell drug-related 
paraphernalia. Teens can also purchase 
e-cigarettes online and from second-hand 
sellers on the street—including at metro 
stops and schools—without showing 
proof of age.   



 
• E-cigarette devices, which can also be used to smoke illicit substances, are easily 



concealed and often resemble pens or USB drives. They produce minimal vapor fumes 
and smell like fruit or other flavorings, allowing users to smoke indoors undetected.  



 
E-cigarettes are the most popular method for consuming synthetic marijuana—lab-made 
chemicals designed to mimic the effects of regular marijuana, including K2, Flakka, and 
Spice. Synthetic marijuana chemicals are often sold as a vaping liquid and more potent than 
regular marijuana, causing complications ranging from kidney damage to substance-induced 
psychosis. 
 



• NIDA found 3.7% of 12th graders had used synthetic marijuana in 2017. With the 
increase in popularity and availability of these devices, it is likely the number of younger 
users will increase over time, according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC).  



 
• Over the last five years, the use of e-cigarettes to smoke illicit substances has led to an 



increase in overdoses across the US, according to the CDC. In New York and Chicago, 
for example, over 100 people have overdosed—including two people who have died—
from smoking synthetic marijuana since May, according to press.  



 
Additional Resources: 



• E-Cigarettes: What You Need to Know Teacher’s Guide  
• Stanford Medicine Tobacco Prevention Toolkit: Modules for Tobacco & Nicotine 



Education 
• E-Cigarette Use Among Youth and Young Adults: A Report of the Surgeon General  



 
  



One example of an e-cigarette “vaping” device. 





http://headsup.scholastic.com/teachers/lesson-e-cigarettes-what-you-need-to-know


https://med.stanford.edu/tobaccopreventiontoolkit/E-Cigs.html


https://med.stanford.edu/tobaccopreventiontoolkit/E-Cigs.html


https://e-cigarettes.surgeongeneral.gov/documents/2016_SGR_Fact_Sheet_508.pdf
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Phishing Attacks Target Education Sector 
School-issued email accounts are attractive targets for phishing campaigns designed to obtain 
recipients’ sensitive, personal information such as login credentials, Social Security numbers, 
and banking information. Phishing emails in these campaigns either closely resemble emails 
sent by legitimate organizations or appear to originate from the account of someone the recipient 
knows, such as a professional colleague or a personal contact. Phishing campaigns conducted 
against school faculty and staff during busy times—such as at the beginning of the school year—
can be particularly effective since recipients are likely to be less suspicious of new emails and 
hectic schedules may prevent them from thoroughly scrutinizing their emails. Successful 
phishing attacks can result in financial loss, identity theft, and compromised computer networks.  
 



• In February 2017, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued an alert stating that the 
Form W-2 phishing scam had begun to impact school districts, among other sectors. 



 
• In November 2017, an unidentified cyber threat actor used a phishing campaign to target 



Maryland public schools and redirect the paychecks of 36 school employees to a bank 
account operated by the criminal, resulting in the theft of approximately $57,000.  



 
• According to a 2017 business technology report, students attending college were targeted 



by emails from a fraudulent student loan organization attempting to obtain personal, 
sensitive information. 



 



Additional Resources: 
• OCTO:  How to Recognize and Protect Yourself from Phishing Scams 
• Cybersecurity Tips from the Office of the Chief Technology Officer 



How to Protect Your Online Safety 
Always report/forward all suspicious emails to the Office of the Chief Technology Officer 



Security Operations Center (OCTO) at phishing@dc.gov. 



• If possible, avoid opening suspicious emails. If you were not expecting an email from a 
sender, or the subject line seems unusual or out of character, contact the sender by another 
method and verify the legitimacy of the email before opening it. 



• Do not download or open attachments from unexpected emails. Attachments may contain 
malicious scripts designed to install malware onto your computer. 



• Never click links included in suspicious or unexpected emails. Links embedded within 
phishing messages often direct recipients to fraudulent websites designed to steal login 
credentials, personal information, or infect computers and devices with malware. 



• Do not reply to the sender. Ignore any requests the sender may solicit and do not call phone 
numbers provided in the message. Do not click any links labeled “unsubscribe” as it only 
serves to validate your email address with the sender and may result in more emails. 



• Report it. Help others avoid phishing attempts. 
• Clicked the link?  Don’t worry, it’s not too late! Please contact the OCTO Security 



Operations Center at phishing@dc.gov if you clicked on a link or opened an attachment in a 
suspected phishing email. 





https://octo.dc.gov/blog/how-recognize-and-protect-yourself-phishing-scams


https://octo.dc.gov/cybersecurity


mailto:phishing@dc.gov


mailto:phishing@dc.gov
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2720 Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20032-2601 • (202) 727-6161 • hsema.dc.gov 


 
 
August 15, 2018 
 
 
Dear District Educators:  
 
Earlier this year, Mayor Bowser asked the DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management 
Agency (HSEMA) to work with District of Columbia Public Schools, DC Public Charter 
Schools, and the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) to evaluate the overall preparedness 
posture of our District’s schools.  
 
School administrators and teachers are focused the education and safety of our students. Over the 
years, DCPS has used the Emergency and Safety Alliance (ESA) to bolster preparedness for 
schools, staff, and students.  
 
As a member of ESA, HSEMA is launching a new tool to help secure our schools—a resource 
packet highlighting threats to students and school employees. During the upcoming school year 
and in coordination with our partners, HSEMA’s intelligence bureau—the Washington Regional 
Threat Analysis Center (WRTAC)—will disseminate the school resource packets highlighting 
threat issues for students and personnel. These packets will raise awareness of emerging issues, 
safety trends, and available resources. The WRTAC, in coordination with many partners, reviews 
emerging terror, crime, and health threats in the District, National Capital Region, and 
throughout the United States to provide situational awareness.  
 
You are encouraged to actively participate in topics provided in this school resource packet 
initiative by providing feedback and emailing requests for product topics to 
WRTAC.AnalysisCenter@dc.gov.   
 
I’m a father of three school-aged children, so for me, this is personal. The safety and security of 
our children and school staff is of the utmost importance to us. My team pledges to empower you 
with timely and relevant information. 
 
We look forward to your partnership during the upcoming year. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Dr. Christopher Rodriguez 
Director  
 
 



mailto:WRTAC.AnalysisCenter@dc.gov
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Be Aware of Sex Trafficking Indicators 
Sex trafficking is widely underreported due to the lack of awareness surrounding the crime, 
but school staff are uniquely positioned to witness and report possible indicators to law 
enforcement. Traffickers frequently target runaway and homeless youth, as well as victims of 
domestic violence, sexual assault, and social discrimination.  


 


• Of the 25,000 runaways nationwide in 2017, one in seven likely became a victim of sex 
trafficking, according to the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children 
(NCMEC). Nearly 90 percent of those children were in the care of social services when 
they went missing.  
 


• While District data is limited, the WRTAC assesses the number of sex trafficking victims 
in DC is higher than those officially reported due to the underground nature of the crime. 
For example, only 18 child-trafficking arrests have been made in the District since 2012. 
Most of these victims were black females in their teens and 20s, according to DC’s 
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. 


 


 


Additional Resources: 
• Human Trafficking Awareness for Educators  
• Human Trafficking 101 for School Administrators and Staff 


  


Sex Trafficking Indicators  
While no single indicator confirms child sex trafficking, the presence of several raises the likelihood 


of child exploitation. 
• Hanging out with older males—often referred to as “boyfriend” or “daddy”; 
• Having money and gifts, particularly cellphones; 
• Frequently running away from school and home; 
• Being on the street unsupervised at night; 
• Appearing malnourished or having poor physical/dental health; 
• Lacking documentation/identification; 
• Avoiding social interaction and authority figures (i.e. school resource officers); 
• Possessing a hotel/motel key card; 
• Dressing inappropriately for their surroundings and/or the weather; and  
• Acting in scripted or rehearsed manner and/or avoiding eye contact.  


Report Suspicious Activity  
• To report immediate threats or emergencies call 911 and include your designated School Resource Officer. 
• To report in progress non-emergency suspicious activity or behavior, call (202)727-9099 or report online 


at iWATCH. 
• To report a human trafficking incident, call the MPD/FBI Child Exploitation Task Force at (202)576-


6768.  



https://humantraffickinghotline.org/resources/human-trafficking-awareness-educators

https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oese/oshs/humantraffickin101-schladmin.pdf?utm_source=FindYouthInfo.gov&utm_medium=Federal-Links&utm_campaign=Reports-and-Resources

https://iwatchdc.org/?site=dc
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Common suicide myths, according 
to a non-profit foundation that 


specializes in youth suicide: 
 


“People who talk about suicide 
won’t really do it.” 


 


“If a person is determined to kill 
him/herself, nothing is going to 


stop him/her.” 
 


“Talking about suicide may give 
someone the idea.” 


 


“People who attempt suicide and 
do not complete suicide are just 


trying to get attention and are not 
really serious.” 


Increase in Teen Suicide in the District 
 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
recently released a report highlighting a 16 percent 
increase in suicide, including youth suicide, in the 
District. In the US, suicide is the third leading cause of 
death among school age youth, resulting in 4,600 deaths 
each year.  
 


• Factors that often contribute to teen suicide 
include issues involving romantic relationships, 
substance use, physical health, and family stress.  


 


• Nationally, males are more likely than females to 
die from suicide. Of the reported suicides from 
pre-teens and young adults, 81 percent of the 
deaths were males and 19 percent were females, 
according to the CDC. 


 
• Bullying is one of the leading factors that contributes to youth suicide. In January, 


bullying caused a 12-year-old girl to commit suicide at a southeast school in the District, 
according to the victim’s mother.   


 
Additional Resources: 


• District of Columbia Public Schools: Mental Health Resources 
• Society for the Prevention of Teen Suicide: Resources for Educators  


  


 Youth Suicide Indicators & Risk Factors 
Youth who are contemplating suicide frequently give warning signs of their distress. School officials 
are in a key position to witness these warning signs, coordinate with school resource officers, and report 


suspicious behavior. Below are the warning signs of suicide and the risk factors that can increase the 
possibility of youth suicide. 


Warning signs include, but are not limited, to: 
• Talking about suicide & preoccupation 


with death; 
• Making statements about feeling hopeless, 


helpless, or worthless; 
• Causing self-inflicted injuries; 
• Becoming increasingly depressed;  
• Taking unnecessary risks or exhibiting 


self-destructive behavior; 
• Exhibiting out-of-character behavior; 
• Losing interest in hobbies; and 
• Giving prized possessions away. 


Risk factors include, but are not limited, to: 
• Perfectionist personalities; 
• LGBTQIA youth; 
• Youth with learning disabilities;  
• Students without a support system; 
• Youth with low self- esteem; 
• Youth with a history of abused and/or 


neglect; 
• Genetic predisposition for depression; 
• Parental history of violence, substance 


abuse; and/or divorce. 



https://dcps.dc.gov/page/additional-mental-health-resources

http://www.sptsusa.org/educators/
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Teen Use of E-Cigarettes  
Teens are increasingly using e-cigarette devices due to the ready availability and easy 
concealment of these products. E-cigarettes have become roughly a $1 billion industry in the 
US. According to the National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA), 9.5% of 8th graders have used e-
cigarettes in the past month, compared to 3.6% who had smoked cigarettes.  
 


• “Vaping” products are easily found at 
local gas stations, bodegas, and “head 
shops”—stores that sell drug-related 
paraphernalia. Teens can also purchase 
e-cigarettes online and from second-hand 
sellers on the street—including at metro 
stops and schools—without showing 
proof of age.   


 
• E-cigarette devices, which can also be used to smoke illicit substances, are easily 


concealed and often resemble pens or USB drives. They produce minimal vapor fumes 
and smell like fruit or other flavorings, allowing users to smoke indoors undetected.  


 
E-cigarettes are the most popular method for consuming synthetic marijuana—lab-made 
chemicals designed to mimic the effects of regular marijuana, including K2, Flakka, and 
Spice. Synthetic marijuana chemicals are often sold as a vaping liquid and more potent than 
regular marijuana, causing complications ranging from kidney damage to substance-induced 
psychosis. 
 


• NIDA found 3.7% of 12th graders had used synthetic marijuana in 2017. With the 
increase in popularity and availability of these devices, it is likely the number of younger 
users will increase over time, according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC).  


 
• Over the last five years, the use of e-cigarettes to smoke illicit substances has led to an 


increase in overdoses across the US, according to the CDC. In New York and Chicago, 
for example, over 100 people have overdosed—including two people who have died—
from smoking synthetic marijuana since May, according to press.  


 
Additional Resources: 


• E-Cigarettes: What You Need to Know Teacher’s Guide  
• Stanford Medicine Tobacco Prevention Toolkit: Modules for Tobacco & Nicotine 


Education 
• E-Cigarette Use Among Youth and Young Adults: A Report of the Surgeon General  


 
  


One example of an e-cigarette “vaping” device. 



http://headsup.scholastic.com/teachers/lesson-e-cigarettes-what-you-need-to-know

https://med.stanford.edu/tobaccopreventiontoolkit/E-Cigs.html

https://med.stanford.edu/tobaccopreventiontoolkit/E-Cigs.html

https://e-cigarettes.surgeongeneral.gov/documents/2016_SGR_Fact_Sheet_508.pdf
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Phishing Attacks Target Education Sector 
School-issued email accounts are attractive targets for phishing campaigns designed to obtain 
recipients’ sensitive, personal information such as login credentials, Social Security numbers, 
and banking information. Phishing emails in these campaigns either closely resemble emails 
sent by legitimate organizations or appear to originate from the account of someone the recipient 
knows, such as a professional colleague or a personal contact. Phishing campaigns conducted 
against school faculty and staff during busy times—such as at the beginning of the school year—
can be particularly effective since recipients are likely to be less suspicious of new emails and 
hectic schedules may prevent them from thoroughly scrutinizing their emails. Successful 
phishing attacks can result in financial loss, identity theft, and compromised computer networks.  
 


• In February 2017, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) issued an alert stating that the 
Form W-2 phishing scam had begun to impact school districts, among other sectors. 


 
• In November 2017, an unidentified cyber threat actor used a phishing campaign to target 


Maryland public schools and redirect the paychecks of 36 school employees to a bank 
account operated by the criminal, resulting in the theft of approximately $57,000.  


 
• According to a 2017 business technology report, students attending college were targeted 


by emails from a fraudulent student loan organization attempting to obtain personal, 
sensitive information. 


 


Additional Resources: 
• OCTO:  How to Recognize and Protect Yourself from Phishing Scams 
• Cybersecurity Tips from the Office of the Chief Technology Officer 


How to Protect Your Online Safety 
Always report/forward all suspicious emails to the Office of the Chief Technology Officer 


Security Operations Center (OCTO) at phishing@dc.gov. 


• If possible, avoid opening suspicious emails. If you were not expecting an email from a 
sender, or the subject line seems unusual or out of character, contact the sender by another 
method and verify the legitimacy of the email before opening it. 


• Do not download or open attachments from unexpected emails. Attachments may contain 
malicious scripts designed to install malware onto your computer. 


• Never click links included in suspicious or unexpected emails. Links embedded within 
phishing messages often direct recipients to fraudulent websites designed to steal login 
credentials, personal information, or infect computers and devices with malware. 


• Do not reply to the sender. Ignore any requests the sender may solicit and do not call phone 
numbers provided in the message. Do not click any links labeled “unsubscribe” as it only 
serves to validate your email address with the sender and may result in more emails. 


• Report it. Help others avoid phishing attempts. 
• Clicked the link?  Don’t worry, it’s not too late! Please contact the OCTO Security 


Operations Center at phishing@dc.gov if you clicked on a link or opened an attachment in a 
suspected phishing email. 



https://octo.dc.gov/blog/how-recognize-and-protect-yourself-phishing-scams

https://octo.dc.gov/cybersecurity

mailto:phishing@dc.gov

mailto:phishing@dc.gov
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